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Retirees
may
Virtual bar opens eyes
not be replaced
Hencken says registrar, director
of registration positions may not
be filled in order to save money
By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor

Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
Eric Davidson, assistant director of health education and promotion, takes the audience of “Alcohol 101”
through the “virtual bar” in the Buzzard Hall Auditorium Wednesday evening. The interactive and informational CD-ROM presentation is supposed to promote alcohol awareness.

Virtual bar shows students how fast blood alcohol level rises
By Dan Ochwat
Activities editor

A 300-pound male member
of the audience used his last
night of drinking as an example
for the “virtual bar” Tuesday,
which shows how fast a person’s blood alcohol level rises.
The results were a .189 blood
alcohol level after three quarters
of the total amount of alcohol he
consumed that evening.
About 30 people attended the
interactive and informational
CD-ROM presentation titled
“Alcohol 101,” which promotes
alcohol awareness in the Buzzard
Hall Auditorium. The presentation was sponsored by the Sigma
Chi fraternity in association with
the Health Education Resource
Center.

Eric Davidson, assistant
director of health education and
promotion, facilitated the presentation and “let (the audience)
lead the way.”
The 300-pound male example led one path in the game by
drinking 20 light beer cans, half
the cans at a pace of “drink it,”
and the other half “slam it.” His
blood alcohol level continued to
rise and the virtual bar continued
to show his status of inebriation.
Early during the drinking
stage, the game stated a condition of “loss of shyness” which
led to “lowering of caution,” then
“legally intoxicated in some
states,” “significant impairment,”
“loss of physical control” and
with some extra drinks the example reached “total mental confusion” and a blood alcohol level

over two.
Davidson said the results of
the male would affect each individual person differently,
because gender and weight of a
person alter the results.
Davidson displayed this
through the example of the male
example strictly taking shots.
After six shots, the 300-pound
male example, was above the
legal blood alcohol level of 0.1.
The game then is able to compare to “his friends,” which
shows the different gender and
weight differences. One male
friend weighing 135 pounds had
a blood alcohol level of .189
after six shots and a female
weighing 105 pounds had a
level at .289.
See ALCOHOL Page 2

The office of the vice president
for student affairs is currently considering not filling two positions in
order to save money and provide
more services to the university.
Lou Hencken, vice president for
academic affairs, said he is currently considering not filling the positions of registrar and director of
registration, and he is seeking input
from various administrators.
“We believe we can utilize dollars in a more efficient manner,” he
said. “I also think it would help the
departments become more efficient.”
The current registrar, Mike
Taylor, and the director of registration Dave Sardella are retiring and
Hencken is suggesting the duties
from those jobs would be divided
among other people in the department.
“Simply filling a position
because that is the way it has been
done since 1895 is not necessarily
the best thing to do,” Hencken said.
According to the proposed plan,
Frank Hohengarten, current dean
of enrollment management, would
become the dean of enrollment
management and registrar; Sue
Harvey, current director of academic records would assume complete responsibility for the records
office and report to Hohengarten
and Brent Gage, current director of
orientation, would become the
director of registration and orientation and report to Hohengarten.
“By moving the work around it
is to more than just two people. It’s
been spread around to a lot of people,” Hencken said.
Some of the savings from the
realignment of the student affairs
office may help fund purchasing
needed equipment, scholarships
aimed at attracting outstanding students to the university and creating
more diversity and activities
designed the make orientation
more effective and promoting

“

Simply filling a position
because that is the way it
has been done since 1895 is
not necessarily the best
thing to do.
Lou Hencken,
vice president for academic affairs

”

retention, according to the memo
Hencken sent to various university
administrators.
Some money saved as part of
the new plan would also go to
salary increases for employees
whose job duties have expanded as
a result of the realignment,
Hencken said.
Under the proposed plan of the
enrollment management division of
the student affairs office, the director
of academic records, director of
admissions, director of financial aid,
director of registration and financial
aid and the director of textbook
rental services would report to the
dean of enrollment management
and registrar who reports to
Hencken, according to the memo.
Under the current plan of the
enrollment management division
of the student affairs office, the
director of admissions, director of
financial aid, director of orientation, registrar and director of textbook rental services report to the
dean of enrollment management
who reports to Hencken.
If the changes are approved,
they will become effective July 1,
Hencken said.
“I assume this is something I
would approve after I shared it with
the president,” he said.
He said if the proposed realignment is approved it will be evaluated to see how well it is working.
“We will try it out. If it works
the way we believe it will everything will be fine,” Hencken said.

Eastern faculty remember Klehm at memorial service
By Laura Irvine
and Amy Thon
Staff editors

About 200 people Tuesday
attended the visitation services for a
former Eastern professor who died
Sunday at the age of 96.
Services for Walter Klehm, former dean of the School of Industrial
Arts, were held at Wesley United

Methodist Church.
Eastern President Carol Surles
said she attended the visitation for
Klehm to pay her respects to a man
who gave so much to Eastern.
“I’m here to show respect to Dr.
Klehm,” she said. “I know him
because of his service and his fine
work at Eastern.”
Surles said she was at the service representing Eastern’s Board

of Trustees.
Ron Sutliff, an industrial technology professor, said he did not
know Klehm but went to the service to pay his respects.
“He retired before I came here.
He left a real legacy, he had a lot of
integrity, a real gentleman,” Sutliff
said.
Marge Lanman said she was a
student at Eastern when Klehm

was a professor. She said she also
worked for him.
Roy Meyerholtz, math department faculty member, said he knew
Klehm for a long time.
“I’ve known him since I came to
Eastern in 1961, as a faculty member and as a member of the church,”
he said.
One individual who attended the
service said he will remember

Klehm as someone who gave a lot
to Eastern.
“My primary memory of Dr.
Klehm is the day we named Klehm
Hall and he was just a great supporter of the university.”
Janet Fraembes said she had
known Klehm for most of her life.
“I grew up knowing him. The
See KLEHM Page 2
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in a Colorado school
LITTLETON, Colo. (AP) –
Three young men in fatigues and
black trench coats opened fire at a
suburban Denver high school
Tuesday in what police called a suicide mission, and the sheriff said 25
people may have been killed. Two
of the suspects were found dead in
the library, and a third person was
led away in handcuffs.
Several students said the killers
– all believed to be former students
at Columbine High School – were
gunning for minorities and athletes.
At least 20 people were wounded at the 11:30 a.m. attack at
Columbine. Shots ricocheted off
lockers as the gunmen opened fire
with what students said were automatic weapons and set off explosives. One girl was shot nine times
in the chest.
‘‘At first we thought it was fireworks, then we saw them shooting,’’ said Jake Apoeaca, 16. ‘‘He
saw us and then he started shooting
at us. Then a guy in a white T-shirt
threw two hand grenades on the
roof. We hit the ground and then we
started running.’’
Many students dived to the floors
and sprinted for the exits. Dozens of
students hid in classrooms before
escaping with the help of police in
an armored car. Others were trapped

for hours while SWAT teams
searched for the gunmen.
At one point, a bloodied young
man dangled from a second-floor
window, his right arm limp, and
was helped down by two SWAT
team members. His condition was
not immediately known.
Jefferson County Sheriff John
Stone said 25 people may have been
killed. Two gunmen were found
dead inside the library, he said.
‘‘It appears to be a suicide mission,’’ Stone said.
By early evening, officers had yet
to remove any bodies because of the
danger of explosives and the need to
preserve evidence. FBI agents and
police SWAT teams slowly made
their way through the building.
The dead suspects were found
with devices on them that could be
bombs, said Steve Davis, a sheriff’s
spokesman.
A third young man was led
away from the school in handcuffs
more than four hours after the
attack, and student Chris Wisher
said: ‘‘He’s one of the ones who
shot at us.’’ The sheriff said that the
young man under arrest was
believed to be a close friend of the
dead gunmen but that his role in the
attack was unclear.
Wes Lammers, 17, was among

several students who said the gunmen were targeting minorities and
athletes at the 1,800-student high
school.
For hours after the attack,
wounded victims lay inside the
building and police were unable to
get to them.
Outside, hundreds of officers
from throughout the Denver area surrounded the school. Frantic parents
were sent to a nearby elementary
school, where they searched for word
of their children. Some students had
called their parents on cellular
phones from inside the building.
Teenagers hugged parents and
each other and wept and they
recalled the shootings.
As TV images of the scene were
broadcast nationwide, helicopter
ambulances used a sports field as a
landing pad, and officers in helmets
and camouflage gear took cover
behind squad cars.
Students who fled the building
wept and held their hands above
their heads while police frisked
them.
Eight to 10 students in the school
wear black trench coats every day
and are known as the ‘‘Trench Coat
Mafia.’’ But it was not immediately
clear whether any of them were
involved in the shooting.

Klehm
from Page 1
Khlems were always around. I had
him for eighth grade for industrial
technology and I was a secretary in
Klehm. I’ve known him for a long
time and he’s a great person, both
professionally and personally,” she
said.
Frank Fraembes said he had
Klehm as a professor for a class at
Eastern in 1948.
Ken Robinson, who had known
Klehm since 1960, said he will
remember Klehm as a great handyman.

Mandy Marshall / Staff photographer
Members of the Eastern community pay their respects to former Eastern professor Walter Klehm. Klehm served Eastern Illinois University from 1938 until
1970 and was the former head of the Industrial Arts program.
Other
individuals
who
attended the services included
Vice President for Student
Affairs Lou Hencken, Jill

Nilsen, vice president for external relations and Barbara Hill,
former vice president for academic affairs.

Abortion demonstrators butt heads at clinic
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) –
Demonstrators on both sides of
the abortion issue shouted at
each other in confrontation outside the clinic where Dr. Barnett
Slepian worked before a sniper
shot him to death.
The confrontation came on the
third day of a planned week-long
series of demonstrations organized
by Operation Save America to fight
abortion, teen sex and child pornography.
About three dozen abortion opponents began their demonstration
before 7 a.m. outside Buffalo GYN

Womenservices, where a sign on the
front door read ‘‘Our clinic remains
open in honor of Dr. Slepian.’’
Slepian, an abortion provider
and frequent target of protests, was
shot in October while in his suburban home.
Authorities are searching for an
anti-abortion activist for questioning and a prosecutor said today he
expects the case to go to a grand
jury next week.
The abortion opponents, shouting and carrying signs with photos
of aborted fetuses, were faced by
more than 100 supporters of abor-

tion rights who chanted their own
slogans.
The anti-abortion activists
obeyed a court-ordered 60-foot
buffer zone in front of the clinic.
About 100 police officers were
on hand to keep the two sides
apart; there were no arrests.
The Rev. Flip Benham, national
director of Operation Rescue,
declared a partial victory in the
anti-abortion campaign, saying he
believes all of the attention brought
by Operation Save America has
kept women from making appointments for abortions.

Correction
A referral box in Tuesday’s
edition of The Daily Eastern
News incorrectly identified Mack
Hollowell as the new chair of the
Board of Trustees. Carl Koerner
was appointed as the new BOT
chair.
Also in Tuesday’s edition,
Ryan Cohenour, candidate for the
position of student vice president
for student affairs, was listed as a
member of the A-Team party.
Cohenour belongs to the New
Student Order party.
The News regrets the errors.

Alcohol
from Page 1
The virtual bar itself was a really bright and colorful virtual club
that played different music, like
rock, club and country & western.
Virtual people stood around holding beverages conversing within
three different rooms that had
flashy pictures on the walls and
futuristic lamps. The objects and
the people contained trivia and
alcohol awareness knowledge.
The trivia was light hearted,
with multiple choice questions
asking things like “What holiday
would you get drunk faster on?”
The answer was Yom Kippur
because of fasting that proved an
empty stomach will develop a
quicker blood alcohol level.
The game provided helpful
information about drinking with the
different advice it randomly offered
and Davidson would respond in
depth on the issues. One issue covered what helps one sober up.
“Time sobers you up, coffee
makes for a drunk who’s awake
and mad and a cold shower makes
for a wet drunk who’s really pissed
off,” he said.
Davidson elaborated, drinking
water throughout the night helps
replenish the body and help keep it
from dehydrating. “Always eat
food before and continue to eat
while drinking alcohol, (alcohol)
is absorbed into food in the stomach lining to slow down the blood
alcohol level,” he added.
Davidson also discussed myths
of drinking, besides drinking coffee to sober up. He said drinking to
cure a hangover from a night of
heavy drinking doesn’t work, but
is a good indication that someone
is abusing alcohol and could be
chemically dependent.
Davidson displayed how the
game will also show ones ability to
drive after drinking. A female
audience member volunteered for
the simulation, upon which she
was legally drunk after a mixed
drink, a shot and a drink of “full
grain punch.” She had a .204 blood
alcohol level.
President of the Sigma Chi fraternity Deakon Provost said he
thought the night went very well;
the audience was very interested.
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Students collect funds
for Kosovo war victims

Election turnout up

Donations taken today through Friday
By Laura Irvine
Campus editor

A number of student groups
will be out today through
Friday to collect money to send
to the victims of the war in
Kosovo.
A table will be set up all day in
the southeast lobby of Coleman
Hall for individuals to give donations. The table also will have
newspaper clippings and information about Kosovo on the table so
people can see what is going on,
said Brenda Pacynski, secretary
of Weller Hall Council and organizer of the event.
Pacynski said she came up
with the idea to collect money for
refugees in Kosovo on Easter
Sunday.
“I was sitting with my family
on Easter and we turned on the
television. All the Kosovo news
was on TV,” she said.
Pacynski said she thought students on Eastern’s campus have
so much and the people of
Kosovo have so little, so students
should try and help them.
A table also will be set up at
Peace Fest, which will be held
Saturday at the Campus Pond.
Pacynski said the money collected at the donation table will

be written in check form to the
Weller Hall Council. The council
will then write two large checks
to the American Red Cross and a
Christian organization, which
takes 96 cents from every dollar
and sends it directly to refugees in
Kosovo.
The money will be used by
the refugees for immediate
needs food, clothing, shelter
and medical attention, Pacynski
said.
Pacynski said collecting
money for victims in Kosovo
should be a group effort.
“It’s a humanitarian effort,”
she said. “Those people need it so
bad. It’s a desperate situation
that’s getting worse.”
Pacynski said members of
various organizations, including
the Phi Sigma Pi honors fraternity,
the
Residence
Hall
Association, the Weller Hall
Council and the Alpha Sigma
Tau sorority are all donating
their time to collect money at the
booth.
Pacynski said she thinks people can also show their support
for the victims in Kosovo through
prayers for peace, and donating
money to help the victims is
another way to show support and
give help.

Mandy Marshall / Staff photographer
Megan Weitekamp, a sophomore health studies with teacher certification major, votes for the Student
Government elections on the bridge of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Tuesday afternoon. Students
can vote today at Taylor Hall, Carman Hall and the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

By Chris Sievers
Student government editor

Students made a stronger
showing at the polls this year than
last year.
Jerry Wilson, member of the
election commission said a total
of 796 students voted during the
first day of the Student
Government elections.
Last year’s combined total for
both days was 1,035 voters.
Wilson said a change has been

VOTE TODAY

made in the locations to vote.
Students will not be able to
vote at the Student Recreation
Center because of lack of turnout
Tuesday, Wilson said.
Students can vote from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. today at Taylor Hall,
Carman Hall and the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Election results will be
announced at today’s Student
Senate meeting at 7 p.m. in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Union.

Polling places
Open from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m.today :
■ Martin

Luther King Jr.
University Union

■ Taylor

Hall Lobby

■ Carman

Hall Lobby

Kaufman receives Distinguished Faculty Award
By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor

The Faculty Senate Tuesday
approved journalism professor
Susan Kaufman as this year’s
recipient of the Distinguished
Faculty Award.
Kaufman, as the award recipient, will receive a $1,000 award, a
plaque, her name will be added to a
new plaque listing all of the names
of the Distinguished Faculty Award
recipients and she will be honored
at the spring commencement ceremony for the College of Arts and
Humanities.
Bonnie Irwin, vice chair of the
Faculty Senate and chair of the
Distinguished Faculty Award committee, said the letters of recommendation the committee received
on behalf of Kaufman spoke very
highly of her.
“Sue has educated and changed
many, many students over the years
… but she doesn’t merely inspire
them to be better journalists but to

“

Sue has educated and changed many, many students over
the years … but she doesn’t merely inspire them to be better
journalists but to be better human beings.
A letter of recommendation for Susan Kaufman

be better human beings,” read one
of the letters.
Another of the letter-writers
said Kaufman is a woman who
devotes a lot of her time to her job
and the university.
“She is a woman who does
everything and does everything
well,” the letter read.
Leslie Hyder, chair of the journalism department, said in his letter
of recommendation “Her service
has been equaled by few.”
Irwin said 15 people were nominated for the Distinguished
Faculty Award.
“We had 15 nominations. I

EDUCATION Workshop Today!
Job Search Techniques for Educators
Charleston/Mattoon Room-Union
7:00-8:00 p.m.
Receive information on résumés & cover
letters, application processes, expectations
of school districts, job market outlook and
and how to use the internet for your job
search.
Sponsored by:
Career Services
SSB-Rm. 13
581-2412
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu

Prepare for Success!

”

don’t know if that is a record but it
was a lot,” Irwin said. “It was very
competitive.”
The Faculty Senate also discussed the spring forum the senate
conducted last week.
Faculty Senate member Janice
Coons said one of the main issues
at the forum was faculty members
concerns about the difficulty of
balancing teaching, research and
service.
“I think some of the reason it’s
coming to the forefront is because
… if you look, we have had a
decrease of about nine percent of
tenure-track faculty and it is those

faculty who have a research and
service component,” Coons said.
Faculty Senate member John
Best said this is a concern because
a decrease in tenure-track faculty
increases the workload of other
Unit A faculty members.
“If faculty numbers in Unit A
are being drawn down, there are
fewer of us to get the work done,”
he said.
Coons said she thinks the forum
was a good opportunity for administrators to be able to hear some of
the concerns the faculty has.
“It gives people a chance to
express their concerns and I think
that is a golden opportunity for
administrators to hear our concerns,” Coons said.
The forum was an opportunity
for people to share the problems
they may have and also realize that
the university will be able to overcome the problems, Best said.
“This institution is further on its
path to greatness than it has ever
been,” Best said. “I think we will

cooperate to solve these problems.”
In other business, the facultystaff relations committee reported
back to the senate about the external evaluation team’s visit to
Eastern’s facilities planning and
management.
John Allison, Faculty Senate
member and chair of the facultystaff relations committee, said the
committee spoke with a representative from the evaluation team about
issues including improvements in
scheduling of work done by facilities planning and management and
the need for fuller consideration in
academic needs and prioritizing the
work that is done.
“All of us want the campus to
look good for our students,”
Allison said.
He said the evaluation team’s
report regarding facilities planning
and management will be ready in
about three or four weeks and will
outline strengths of the department
and make recommendations for
improvement.

Martin Luther King, Jr Union
BOOKSTORE
Take 10% OFF
All Computer Supplies
(Excluding software and hardware)

On sale through Saturday.
Store Hours
8:00am - 8:00pm
8:00am - 4:30pm
10:00am - 4:00pm
Phone 581-5821

Monday - Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Stop whining and eat up at Panther Dining
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Businesses
should pay up

S

tudent Senate members were told last week the
shuttle bus will most likely not receive financial
support next year from businesses on Charleston’s
Square.
This announcement came from Melissa Girten, former
shuttle bus coordinator, during discussion of whether to
override Student Body President Steve Zielinski’s veto of
the proposed $2.50 fee increase.
Area business owners have been quoted numerous
times praising the shuttle bus and saying how business has
increased because of the service. So for business owners
not to help fund something they originally promised to and
that brings more students in the door, is beyond comprehension.
Each business owner on the Square holds the power of
helping increase the bond
between the Eastern and
Panther Express
Charleston communities
Charleston businesses should
and can do so by helping
help support the shuttle service
pay for a service that will
as they have promised from the
only benefit business, not
beginning.
hurt it.
Panther Express, the shuttle bus service that made its
debut in December, came with a more than $130,500 price
tag, which was funded for the first year by a $10,000 loan
from the office of the president, $10,000 loan from the
office of Student Life, $10,000 from the Student Senate
and a $2.50 per semester fee.
Before placing the final stamp of approval on the service, the shuttle bus committee had received $20,000 in
pledges from various businesses in the Charleston/Mattoon
area. But the committee found itself with only $6,000 of
the $20,000 in promised donations.
In the fall, $6,000 in donations is expected from local
businesses, mainly Wal-Mart, Wilb Walker’s and Illinois
Consolidated Telephone Company.
Business owners on the Square have a direct link to students. The shuttle bus stops right outside of the businesses
and provides everything except money for students to purchase items.
With larger shopping areas such as Tuscola and
Champaign nearby, it is easy to purchase items at these
bigger market places, and without support from businesses,
Eastern students – half of Charleston’s population – will
look to buy elsewhere.
Members of the Downtown Business Association
should live up to their promise and support the shuttle bus
like they said they would in the beginning. Increased support from the local businesses will not only help increase
business profit, but the relationship between the now-separate university and Charleston communities.
editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

■ The

“

Today’s quote

To live happily with other people one should ask
of them only what they can give.
Tristan Bernard
French playwright and novelist 1866-1947

”

here’s not enough variety. It’s too far to walk.
They always serve the
same thing. Panther
Dining – the revolution to food
service at Eastern.
A revised menu and meal
times were implemented in
Tammie Sloup
August after it was decided food
services was not “trendy” enough. Associate news editor
Jody Horn, director of Panther
Dining, previously said students
wanted more variety in their meal
choices.
Now students can choose from meals including pizza or
pasta, deli sandwiches, Mexican food or a variety of chicken
every day. And they are still complaining.
I don’t mean to sound like the grandparent who boasts
about walking to school in 10 inches of snow, uphill both ways,
but consider yourselves lucky these choices have been made
available to you because “back in my day,” there was nothing
more thrilling than calling 581-FOOD and discovering chicken
strips were being served at dinner.
My dinner consisted of a salad and fruit at least three times
a week because the food was disgusting. Pizza and nachos
were served every day in Thomas for lunch, and baked potatoes
were offered in Taylor. These permanent menus were the best
part of food service and seemed to be the most popular.
Now students are complaining about the same food being
served in places, even after daily changing traditional meal
options were added to some of dining halls.
Stevenson Tower still has the deli lines and the former Asian
meal was replaced with a traditional meal which changes daily
at dinner. Taylor Hall still serves chicken strips at lunch but one
other chicken option was added. The south side offers tacos,
burritos, nachos or at least two different Mexican entrees.
Dinner returned to traditional, and the south side offers a baked
potato bar so a vegetarian option is available.
Thomas continues to have pizza and pasta for dinner, but
there are now two choices of both pizza and pasta. Carman
offers deli choices, a grilled item or another sandwich at lunch
and traditional meal for dinner.
I have not heard many people complain about how the food
tastes, only that there is not enough variety and some of the

Halbert criticized for
comments on merger
I, along with several other students,
was offended by Liz Halbert’s quotes
in the April 7 issue of the DEN concerning the environmental biology,
zoology and botany merger petition circulated by Mr. Franken. Ms. Halbert
claims the signatures on the petition
were invalid because the students who
signed it were mislead. However, I read
the petition and the objections made
concerning the merger were very clearly stated. I find it very disturbing that a
member of the Student Senate finds the
782 students that signed the petition to
be incapable of comprehending basic
English. I have tried to keep informed
about the merger since it was first
brought to my attention last year. This
included talking with professors in the
environmental biology, zoology and
botany departments, members of the

dining halls are too far to walk to.
What more do you want? The
university has taken strides to use
input from students and improve
food service, and they have done
a pretty good job. Students are
even offered reservation dining at
Pemberton on Friday and
Saturday, in which seafood and
steak are served.
The closing of the Triad came
as a surprise and disappointment
to many students, as it should
have. But Stevenson Tower and Taylor are a short walk away
and students had to leave their residence hall anyway to get to
the Triad.
Students could not get a meal after 7 p.m. on campus before
the change this year. Now we can get homemade pizza until
midnight in Thomas.
Hours also were extended for other meals and now students
can eat lunch in Stevenson Tower from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Too
far of a walk? This is such a broad range of time, many students are on campus for classes anyway.
The luxury of going to brunch in slippers and pajamas is
lost for those living in Stevenson and Thomas halls, but brunch
is served close by in Pemberton, Taylor and Carman halls.
People will walk to Stix or Stu’s in 10-degree weather wearing only a T-shirt, but complain they don’t want to walk to
Taylor from Andrews or Thomas to eat.
I worked in Carman Hall dining service my sophomore
year, and I watched the employees bust their asses in order to
please the students. It may not be mom’s cooking, but your
mom isn’t cooking for 500 people in two hours.
It is amazing how much dining services has changed and
how much it really has to offer now.
Students are saying they cannot wait for the food court to be
built because they will have more of a variety. Well, that’s nice
to know some people will make the walk from Carman to the
food court to buy a greasy burger but complain right now about
having to walk to Taylor or Thomas for a meal already paid for.

“People will walk
to Stix or Stu’s in
10-degree weather
wearing only a Tshirt,but complain
they don’t want to
walk to Taylor from
Andrews to eat.”

■ Tammie

Sloup is a senior journalism major and a biweekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cutes4@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
Student Senate and reading the articles
in the DEN. I was NOT misinformed
Ms. Halbert, nor were any of the other
students who signed that petition. The
majority of the petition signatures were
obtained when Mr. Franken spoke at
Hall Council meetings and gave the
members the option of signing the petition. No one who listened to him speak
or who read the petition statement were
mislead. Considering Ms. Halbert is
currently campaigning for student body
president, I am concerned with her disregard to the validity of the
EVB/ZOO/BOT merger petition. If this
is how “concerned” she is with a topic
that affects current and future Eastern
students, do we really want her to have
such high authority? Take that into con-

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to cudmp2@pen.eiu.edu

sideration when you cast (or chose not
to cast) your votes for student body
president.

Joslyn Tellano
senior zoology major

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, telephone number and address. Students
should indicate their year in school
and major. Faculty, administration and
staff should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.
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City Council plans to hike water rates
By Christy Kilgore
City editor

The Charleston City Council
Tuesday questioned, while discussing an ordinance to raise water
and sewer rates by 20 percent,
Eastern’s discounted water rates.
The council passed an ordinance
to hike water and sewer rates, raising
Eastern’s water bills from $5.16 to
$6.19 per 1,000 gallons used.
All other city residents and businesses, after the rate hike, will pay
$6.48 for up to 10,000 gallons and
$6.24 per 1,000 gallons over 10,000.
Some council members questioned why Eastern gets an additional discount rate in addition to the
standard volume discount.
“I’m curious as to why we’re singling out Eastern and not other customers,” Mayor Dan Cougill said.
City Manager Bill Riebe said raising Eastern’s rate would cost the university about $7,200 more per year.

Council Member Bruce Scism
said there are some reasons the rate
has been discounted for about years
such as cost advantaged from
Eastern paying for portions of fire
protection and ambulance service
and that Eastern is a large enterprise
for Charleston’s economy.
“It’s the biggest industry we have
in town,” Scism said.
Council Member Larry Rennels
suggested eliminating Eastern’s
additional discount as an amendment
to the rate hike ordinance and Scism
said the council should initiate a dialog between Eastern to discuss bringing its water rates up to the same rate
as the the rest of Charleston’s customers.
Cougill expressed his concerns
over a dialogue with Eastern being
advantageous, citing a lack of
response from the university in past
experiences such as false fire alarms
and Eastern's water tower.
Eastern’s Student Representative

to the City Council Matt Schubert
said a discourse between Eastern
and the council should take place
before a rate hike.
“If (the council) has a special
arrangement with Eastern, it’s not
really fair to just change it and not
say anything,” he said.
Cougill said he and Riebe would
look into discussing water bills with
university administration.
The council also approved the
budget for the ‘99-2000 fiscal year;
$14.9 million, which includes provisions for what Riebe called an
“aggressive capital improvement
plan.”
Some changes had been made to
the budget since it was placed on
public inspection two weeks ago.
The sales tax revenue was
increased to $1.5 million, $50,000
water and sewer fund surplus was
removed and a slight change was
made to provide funds for the rental
of equipment. The bottom line of the

budget was not affected by these
changes.
In other business the council:
■ tabled the ordinance establishing
truancy as illegal in Charleston at the
request of the Regional Superintendent of Schools.
■ placed an ordinance restricting
parking on Victoria Lane on two
week public inspection.
■ approved a motion appointing
Trish Bennett, former tourism director, to the Tourism Board.
■ approved a motion reappointing
Hank Davis and Joe Brading to the
Fire and Police Board.
■ approved a resolution authorizing
the city to extend its agreement with
ABM Farms, allowing it to farm the
Walden Tract adjacent to the
Wastewater Treatment Plant.
■ approved a resolution authorizing
the expenditure of $500 in tourism
funds to the Fox Ridge Foundation
and $182 to the Tourism Office.

Student Senate to discuss bylaw changes
Changes would hold senate members to a higher standard of conduct
By Chris Sievers
Student government editor

Student Senate members Wednesday will
discuss a number of proposed bylaw changes.
Senate members will meet at 7 p.m. in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Senate Speaker Bill Gruen said senate members will discuss a bylaw change that states senate members should at all times be held to a
higher standard of conduct.
The bylaw change will not allow the person
in question to use job performance in regards to
his or her conduct.

The second bylaw change senate members
will discuss deals with Student Government
elections.
The bylaw revision states, Student Senators
who are not seeking future election are required
to work the polls during the fall and spring elections and Student Senators are required to work
the polls for all referenda except in the case of
conflict of interest.
If senate members fail to meet this requirement then it will count as a missed office hour.
Senate members also will discuss a bylaw
change that “cleans up” the removal hearing
process.

Gruen said the bylaw change will move the
two thirds vote to convict to the number of senate members present instead of the number of
people currently on senate.
The final bylaw change senate members will
discuss deals with the newly formed senate
staff position.
Senate staff members help senate members
make phone calls, help with legislation and
help the senate member with everyday business.
The bylaw states that speaker of the senate
shall assist the internal affairs chairperson with
appointing and maintaining the senate staff.

Advertise.
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Dreams can be accomplished

HUMILIATE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News

myers

Former Eastern student shares her theory on ‘Soul Food’
By Molly Benefield
Staff writer

For

Last Call
information call
Matt Brown at 345-7468
or Brian O’Hara at 581-3396
Wednesday at

Hoagy Steak w/fries $3.49
$1.50 Lite 16oz. $3.50 Pitchers
80’s & 90’s Tunes by DJ Jonny 6Pak

Mon. 4/19—Sun. 4/25

• Jackets and Scouts
• Greek Merchandise (In Stock)
• EIU Souvenirs, Glassware, Mugs

For the best selection shop this week!
There’s no reason to shop anywhere else.

I

E

U

All Sales Final no credit
or exchanges.

Many unadvertised specials
some items 50% or more off

Townhouses

All used CD’s
$5.98

TODAY ONLY!

4-5

Persons

10 or 12 months
As low as $184 each
Appointments
345-4489

Jim Wood, broker
Independently owned & operated

has been changed to...

WHEN:
Wednesday April 21, 1999; 8-9 p.m.
WHERE:
Alpha Gamma Delta Chapter Room
(1017 Greek Court)
WHO:
All undergraduate females attending
E.I.U. (Dress is casual)
Alpha Gamma Delta
“A League of Our Own”
For Rides or more information contact
Natalie (581-6816) or Cortney (348-9283).

ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆

$ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE

$SAVE $SAVE $ SAVE $SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE

20% OFF ALL

ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆

Doors will close at the end of the semester

Alpha Gamma Delta
Informational

Little Caesars Pizza
®

Charleston
345-4743

STOP
FOR GREAT
CARRYOUT DEALS

Wild Wednesday
NO LIMIT

1

VALID FOR A NO COUPON
LIMITED TIME NECESSARY

MEDIUM
Cheese &
Pepperoni

Valid Wednesday Only! Carryout Only.
No Substitutions, Please. First Come -First
Served Sorry...No Rainchecks

3

$

33
Plus Tax

NO NEED TO CALL...
FRESH, HOT , READY-TO-GO!
Come Before 4p.m. for
Faster Service

$ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE

$SAVE $SAVE $ SAVE $SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE $ SAVE

Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
LaJoyce Brookshire speaks to an audience of more than 50 people in the Booth
Library Lecture Hall Wednesday afternoon. She spoke on the importance of following dreams and detailed the events of her career since she left Eastern in
1983 with a speech communications degree.
Brookshire’s life.
explained that she had to read the
After the Soul Train Music movie script and then turn it into a
Awards in 1997, she decided to go novel, something that had never
home early, leaving the Notorious been done before by an AfricanB.I.G. on his own. Better known as American.
Biggie Smalls, the musician was
After
Harper
Collins
killed inside the van that Publishing, the company responsiBrookshire had been riding around ble for “Soul Food,” told
in all week.
Brookshire that she could not go on
“That little voice in the back of a book tour, she said she “started
your head is the Spirit of God,” she dialing for dollars.”
said.
“It (novelizing “Soul Food”)
Brookshire said If she had not was an experiment to see if the
listened to it, she would not have book would do well,” Brookshire
been able to go on to something said.
else.
Although she enjoyed her time
“That something else was ‘Soul at Arista, Brookshire said she “left
Food,’” she said.
the music industry joyfully.”
Shortly after Biggie’s death,
In closing, Brookshire said she
Brookshire said she received the wanted the audience to remember
call telling her she had been chosen that “If God doesn’t give it to you,
to novelize “Soul Food.” She then it’s not worth it.”

ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆

CLOSED Thrs., Fri., & Sat

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE
• Clothing
• Hats
• Backpacks

Sigma Pi

ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆ ΑΓ∆

An Eastern alumnus and author
of the novel “Soul Food,” Tuesday
said the word “can’t” should not
make people back down from their
dreams, it should mean there is a
challenge.
LaJoyce Brookshire spoke to an
audience at the Booth Library
Lecture Hall about the importance
of following dreams and detailed
the events of her career since she
left Eastern in 1983 with a speech
communications degree.
“I never let anybody tell me, ‘I
can’t be it, I can’t do it and I can’t
have it,’” Brookshire said. “The
only thing that the word ‘can’t’
does
is
challenge
me.
(Northwestern University) told me
I couldn’t do something and that’s
how I ended up here (at Eastern).”
Brookshire focused on her time
spent as Publicity Director at Arista
Records in New York City. As
director, she described her duties as
including being a gopher to supervising photo shoots. In one
instance, Brookshire recalled
thinking, “Wow, I’m going to get
chicken wings for Biggie
(Notorious B.I.G.).”
“We become a molder of
images,” Brookshire said of the
photo shoots. “Before the public
even sees the artist, we decide what
he’s going to look like, what he’s
going to wear. That’s the part of the
industry that’s not real.”
The most important part of
being in public relations is the relationships you build outside of the
job atmosphere, Brookshire said.
“You have to make that personal, human touch, even on the
phone, so people don’t think you’re
just a talking head,” she said.
“When you spend that much time
with somebody, you really get to
know them.”
Knowing the public and private
lives of the artists becomes almost
“draining” because of all the things
you have to keep to yourself,
Brookshire said.
Another exhaustive aspect of
her job included organizing and
keeping on top of the endless parties expected in the music industry.
But knowing when to leave the
party
has
literally
saved
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Poet to share collection at reading
By Dan Ochwat
Activities editor

Author and poet Harry Humes
will read poetry at the 22nd Allen
Neff Memorial Poetry Reading
Thursday.
The poetry reading will be at 4
p.m. in the Tarble Arts Center and
Harry Humes has been asked to
read a collection of his poetry in
honor of the Allen Neff series.
Allen Neff was a professor of
creative writing at Eastern who
passed away in 1977, and since
then, there has been a memorial

poetry reading in his honor every
spring semester, said Bruce
Guernsey, professor of English and
coordinator of the event.
Humes is a fine poet from
Pennsylvania who is a well recognized poet and one of the better
poets of the century, Guernsey said.
“Humes’ poetry is deeply rooted
in the Pennsylvania coal mining
area; his father was a coal miner,”
Guernsey said. “The poetry has a
strong sense of place.”
Humes’ poetry includes topics
such as churches, his father planting tomatoes, his father fishing in

CAA to examine
eight new course
proposals
By Sarah Skala
Staff writer

The Council on Academic Affairs Thursday
will discuss eight new course proposals from
several academic departments.
The meeting will begin at 2 p.m. in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The new courses to be discussed are:
■ FLE 3062 Hispanic Literature in Translation;
■ HIS 3320 History of Modern China;
■ BED/FCS/INT 2000 Inquiry into Teaching
Career and Technical Education;
■ BED/FCS/INT 3400 Methods of Teaching
Career and Technical Education;
■ BED 3401 Seminar in Teaching Keyboarding
and Computer Applications;
■ BED 3402 Seminar in Teaching Basic
Business and Accounting;
■ FCS 3403 Seminar in Teaching Family and
Consumer Sciences
■ INT 3404 Seminar in Teaching Technology.
Also on the agenda will be a report from the
Assessment Plan Task Force in which a draft of
the assessment plan will be discussed, said
CAA Chair Bill Addison.
The CAA will postpone the review of
General Education Courses until recommendations from the sub-committee are heard,
Addison said.

trout streams, the weather and the
birds, Guernsey said.
Guernsey said audiences will
find Humes’ poetry very accessible
because we live in a rural area and
the community can hear physical
and sensitive poetry.
Humes has written volumes of
poetry, including books titled “Rich
Music,” and “The Way Winter
Works,” and his newest is “The
Butterfly Effect.” His books will be
available for purchase at the Tarble
Arts Center.
The poetry reading is free and
open to the public.

Workshop focuses
on relieving stress
By Elizabeth O’Riley
Staff writer

Eastern will hold a one-day workshop April 30 that
will focus on various forms of stress in the workplace.
“Coping Skills for Today’s Workplace,” will be at
8 a.m. in the Martinsville Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. The deadline to sign up
for the workshop is April 23 in the office of conferences and non-credit programs. The office is located
in Room 212 of Blair Hall.
Throughout the workshop, participants will be
able to work in groups on different projects.
“The majority is hands-on information,” said
Pamela Collins, from the office of conferences and
non-credit programs.
The whole workshop is not interactive; there also
will be some lecture, she said.
Registration is co-sponsored by the Licensed
Practical Nurse Association of Illinois (LPNAI) and
Eastern’s School of Adult and Continuing Education.
A series of speakers will discuss ways people can
deal with forms of stress in the workplace.
“The whole focus is to provide coping skills for
people in the workplace,” Collins said.
“As people do more work, it becomes more stressful,” Collins said.
Collins said she thinks the topics covered will help
educate people on how to more efficiently deal with
workplace stress.
The workshop has a fee of $50 for the public, $40
for LPNAI members and $20 for students. The fee
will include materials, instruction, a luncheon and
refreshments.
For more information on the workshop, contact
the office of conferences and non-credit programs at
(217) 581-5116.

Florida fires will renourish ecosystem
FLORIDA
EVERGLADES
(AP) — The flames that have roared
through the Everglades, cutting off
the region’s main east-west highway
and casting smoke over Miami, are
part of a natural cycle that forestry
officials say will actually help
renourish the ecosystem.
‘‘This is actually like a rebirth
process,’’ said John Fish, a spokesman
for the state Division of Forestry.

‘‘Three months from now you probably
won’t even be able to tell this burned.’’
Columns of brown and gray
smoke rose from the Everglades as
the wildfire, which has consumed
160,000 acres, charred the dry sawgrass that is home to the alligator, the
egret and the whitetail deer.
The fire is burning accumulated
dry brush and excess plant growth,
making room for new growth,

forestry officials said. Such fires have
swept the Everglades even before the
arrival of humans.
Firefighters had the blaze contained within a perimeter of wet areas,
levees and Interstate 75, the main eastwest highway known as Alligator
Alley. The highway was ordered
closed over the weekend, but the
smoke thinned enough Tuesday to
allow authorities to reopen it to traffic.

REGISTER for

FALL SORORITY RUSH
APRIL 19-23, 1999
at the following places on-campus:

11-2 & 4:30-6:30
Carman

Andrews

Lawson

11-2
Coleman

MLK Union Walkway
$20 Registration Fee

Letters Today, Leaders Tomorrow!

EIU Students:
Summer work!
Accepting Applications This
Monday and Tuesday ONLY!!
Union Walkway
$

1135 per hr. appt.
•50 Years in Business
•Flex. FT/PT Cust. Sales Service
•Locations Throughout Illinois
•Scholarships Available-Conditions Exist
•All Majors Considered

Aurora
Bellville
Bloomington
Champaign/Urbana
Crystal Lake
Downtown/L. Park
Edwardsville
Elgin
Gurnee
Joliet
Kankakee
Merrillville, IN
Northbrook
Oak Lawn
Orland Park
Park Ridge/City
Peoria
Rockford
Schaumburg.
Wheaton/Naperville
Westchester/Oakbrook

630-897-8220
618-222-0002
309-661-0203
217-359-9998
815-444-1711
773-935-0605
618-655-0994
847-697-6944
847-662-1774
815-730-8040
815-935-2133
219-769-2352
847-509-0058
708-423-8082
708-460-9525
773-866-1608
309-685-8007
815-399-7010
847-884-1044
630-588-0572
708-615-0000

$1.50

16 oz.
Miller Lites
Calliope Court
Donna’s Cleaners
Formerly Kidz
Giraffe
Grape & Grain
Kelly’s T’s & Things
Lincoln Book Shop
Mac’s Uptowner

Marianne’s Euro-Deli
Miller’s Wash and Wax
Roc’s Blackfront
Sewing Salon
The Station
Twice is Nice
Weber Jewlry
What’s Cookin’

Oatmeal, Orange

Classifiedadvertising
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Help wanted

Help wanted

Help wanted

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

ATTENTION!
ATTENTION!
Psychology, Sociology, Special
Education and other majors. Gain
valuable experience by WORKING with adults and children with
developmental
disabilities.
FLEXIBLE
scheduling
for
EVENING, NIGHT, and WEEKEND shifts. Paid training is provided.
Apply at:
CCAR
Industries,
825 18th Street,
Charleston, IL 61920. E.O.E.
________________________5/3
$1,500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No Experience
required. Free information packet.
Call 202-452-5942.
________________________5/3
HUMAN SERVICES COORDINATOR-assistant to the Director of
Human Resources, must have
strong organizational, writing, and
editing skills, be proficient with
computers utilizing Wordperfect,
and other software. Performs orientation with new staff, screens
and interviews candidates, and
checks references. Monitors the
staff group health insurance plan.
Bachelor degree in business or
related field. Excellent benefit
package.
Apply at CCAR
Industries, 825 18th Street,
Charleston, IL 61920 E.O.E.
_______________________4/22
Opening
for
Executive
Director/Camp Director of nonprofit organization serving the
developmentally disabled and
their families. Must have strong
management skills. Full time
position.
Benefits.
Responsibilities include summer
camping program, year round
recreation program and other services to the special populations.
Must be able to fund raise, budget, hire & supervise staff, schedule, arrange transportation, work
closely with the community. Send
resume and letter of application to
P.O. Box 866, Charleston, IL
61920.
________________________5/3
Delivery person wanted part time,
apply in person after 4p.m.,
Pagliai’s Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
_______________________4/21
EARLY BIRD!! EARLY BIRDS!!
The Daily Eastern News is hiring
circulation staff for summer & fall.
Early morning hours & dependability a must! Good pay!!
________________________5/3

Summer Jobs! Now Hiring! Earn
$300-750 a week this summer in
your home town. Work outdoors,
$40 per week, Management
opportunities. E-mail us an application. www.collegecraft.com or
call for an interview1-800-3314441. College Craft Enterprises.
_______________________4/21
Brian’s Place Night Club and
Sports Bar needs Part-time D.J.
Apply in person 21st and
Broadway, Mattoon. 234-4151.
_______________________4/21
SUMMER
JOB/PERMANENT
JOB. We’ve got both! Real World
Work Experiance. VIA America’s
leading Staffing Service. Express
Personal Services. Lake County(847)816-8422, Cook County(847)934-4300, Dupage County(630)493-0000.
_______________________4/30
College Pro Painters is now hiring
painters and job site managers for
the summer; no experience necessary. Work in your home town
$7 - $10 per hour, call 1-888-2779787.
________________________5/3
Summer job 3-4 days per week
male or female- watch 8 year old
boy- outdoor activities planned.
Must have own transportation and
references. Ask for Carol 3455742
_______________________4/21
HELP WANTED ANNOUNCING a
Job Coach opening working with
adults with developmental disabilities in a community employment
setting. Thrity- five hour work
week. Must have valid drivers
license.
Apply at CCAR
Industries, 825 18th Street,
Charleston, IL 61920 E.O.E.
_______________________4/26
HELP WANTED HUMAN SERVICES COORDINATOR- assistant to the Director of Human
Resources, must have strong
organizational, writing, and editing
skills, be proficent with computers
utilizing WordPerfect, and other
software. Performs orientation
with new staff, screens and interviews candidates, amd checks
references. Monitors the staff
group health insurance plan.
Bachelordegree in business or
related field. Excellent benefit
package.
_______________________4/26
HELP WANTED DEVELOPMENTAL TRAINER to work in a day
program serving adults with disabilities. Responsible for assisting
adults in acheiving individual
goals.
Experience preferred.
Apply at CCAR Industries, 825
18th Street, Charleston, IL 61920.
E.O.E.
_______________________4/26

HELP WANTED OFFICE MANAGER for production plant immediately! Must have excellent public relations, computer (Windows),
spreadsheets, data entry, record
keeping, organizational, and time
management skills. Invoicing, and
preparing bid specifications for
contracts required. Supervisory
experience preferred. Excellent
benefit package. Apply at CCAR
Industries, 825 18th Street,
Charleston, IL 61920 E.O.E.
_______________________4/26
Need Personal Assistant Sunday
thru Thursday 8:30p.m. to
10:30p.m. and/or Friday and
Saturday 9:00p.m. to 11:00p.m.
for 47 year old female with multiple Sclerosis. 348-6678.
_______________________4/21
Work Outdoors This Summer.
Fun positions are available for
Summer Camp Staff at a resident
camp for girls near Terre Haute,
IN. Room & board are provided.
There is weekend time off. Guide
girls through exciting experiences
in a scenic natural environment.
We have a pool, horses, lake, and
beautiful trails to hike. For valuable work experience with children and a summer adventure to
remember, call Amy Koch, camp
manager at 800-232-0104.
_______________________4/21
Earn Some COOL CASH! With
These HOT SUMMER JOBS!
*Administrative
Assistants
*Customer Service *Data Entry
*General Office *Receptionists
*Accounting Clerks
LET US
KEEP YOU BUSY ALL SUMMER
LONG! Earn TOP PAY While you
expand your business skills! We
offer a variety of assignments with
Chicagoland’s Top Companies
CAREERS USA Schaumburg
(847) 843-2222. Lisle (630)9713333.
_______________________4/30

Two Bedroom Apt. for 2 persons,
$500 includes all utilities except
telephone. 345-3410 or 3488480.
_______________________4/23
NOW RENTING 1 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS. $275-300 PER
MONTH. 348-1826.
_______________________4/28
Very unique 4BR Duplex, Old
Church Renovation, 2 blocks from
Old Main, 16’ Ceilings, balcony,
everything new. 348-0819.
________________________5/3
ANOTHER GREAT APARTMENT.
Two bedroom for 2 students close
to campus. Quiet building. May or
August
lease.
CAMPUS
RENTALS. 345-3100 between 39p.m.
_______________________4/23
STORAGE - summer units available. Will-Stor. 345-7286.
_______________________4/30
3 BR apt. and 2 BR house furnished. 2 blocks from campus. 10
month lease. Avaliable Fall 99.
Call 345-3401, 345-2263, or 3488851.
_______________________4/23
For lease Fall 99. 3 and 5 bedroom house’s. Good location. No
Pets. 346-3583.
_______________________4/22
2 bedroom house, avail. Aug,
range, ref. NO PETS 345-7286
________________________5/3
1,2 & 3 bedroom student apts,
great loc., great cond, trash pickup & parking, some with laundry,
No Pets 345-7286.
________________________5/3
3 bedroom furnished apt. Avail
Aug. Good location, great cond.
laundry, No Pets. 345-7286.
________________________5/3
Summer Only. Large 2 Bedroom
Apt. Also 1 efficiency close to
campus, quiet neighborhood.
$240/person 345-7678.
_______________________4/27
Large 3 bedroom house for girls.
Near Old Main on 7th Street.
Furnished, all appliances. 3488406.
________________________5/3
STUDENT APTS., 1,2 and 3 bedroom, great location, nice apts,
good
condition,
reasonably
priced, off-street parking, some
with laundry, No Pets. 345-7286
________________________5/4
AVAILABLE FOR FALL ‘99. 1, 2,
& 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS. GREAT LOCATION. 345-6000.
________________________5/4
EXTRA NICE APT FOR 2
PERTwo bedroom apartment,
large, nicely decorated, starting
summer semester. 741 6th St.
$420. Call 581-7729 or 345-6127.
________________________5/3

3 BR APT for 3 serious students.
Modern efficiency suite with 3
locking bedrooms, each with
phone and CATV outlets.
Economical rent @ $510 divided
by 3. Your total monthly cost
including rent, CIPS, water, local
phone and CATV should be under
$235 each. Apts. at 345-4489. C21 Wood, Jim Wood.
________________________5/3
SONS. FURNISHED WITH LOFT
BEDROOM 3 BLOCKS FROM
EIU CAMPUS. $440/MONTH.
CALL HOWARD. 348-7653.
________________________5/4
McArthur Manor apartments. 2
bedroom furnished. No pets. Call
345-2231.
________________________5/4

1, 2, 3, BEDROOM APTS. AVAILABLE.
CALL OLDETOWNE.
345-6533.
________________________5/4
UGLY LITTLE 2 BEDROOM
HOUSE for 2 people. Don’t judge
a book by its cover. $375 for 12
months or $450 for 10 months. C21 Wood, Jim Wood, 345-4489.
________________________5/3
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES. Just a few left. The best floorplan for 4 or 5, starting as low as
$184 each. Call for appt. 3454489, C-21 Wood, Jim Wood.
________________________5/3
A VARIETY OF 1 BEDROOM
AND EFFICIENCIES.
C-21
Wood, Jim Wood, 345-4489.
________________________5/3

C.E.O., INC.

Now selecting managers and
crew chiefs to run a asphalt
sealing business for the
summer. No experience
necessary. Work in hometown. $10-12 per hour.
Call toll free 877-4-CEO-INC

Is smarty pants leaving
you behind?
Tell him or her how much you
will miss them with a
Graduation Personal in The
Daily Eastern News!!
Personals will appear Monday,
May 3rd.
Deadline is 2 pm April 28th.
Name:___________________ Phone:_____
Address:______________________________
Message:______________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Bring to Student Publications
1802 Buzzard

Special #2
Special #1
1x2 Ad
NO PHOTO
$8
30 Words or
Less

1x3 Ad
WITH PHOTO
$12
15 Words or
Less

For Rent
ROOMS FOR MEN IN MY
HOUSE. Quiet serious students
only. Summer only. $145/month.
Most utilities included.
AC.
Kitchen privileges. One block
from campus. Diane, 345-7266
after 5p.m.
________________________5/3
Large apartment for 2 upper
classmen @ $240 a piece. Quiet
neighborhood. Close to campus.
Beginning fall. 12 month lease.
345-7678.
_______________________4/21
Summer, new 2 BR/2 Bath apartment. Fall 3 BR house 1810
Johnson call 348-5032.
________________________5/3

CampusClips
INTRAMURALS. Track Meet. Track meet entries are due TODAY at
the Student Rec! Last chance for I.M. points!
PHI EPSILON MU. Meeting on April 21 at 9:00p.m. in the main
lounge of Pemberton. Elections. Please be there.
ALPHA PHI. Rush Informational on April 21, 1999 from 7p.m.-8p.m.
at the Alpha Phi house-1013 Greek Court. Casual Dress.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass on 4-21-99 at 9p.m. at the
Newman Chapel on the corner of 9th & Lincoln. Fellowship following
mass.
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MINISTRIES. Bible Study on
Wed., April 21, 1999 at 7:00p.m. in the MLK Union-3rd Floor
Effingham. Last bible study for the semester. “Come hear the good
news!”
UNIVERSITY BOARD LECTURES. Creative Dating on April 21 at
7:00p.m. in the Grand Ball Room. Win a free date.
STUDENT INVESTMENT SOCIETY. Company Presentations on
Wed., April 21 at 7:00p.m. in Lumpkin Hall Rm. 021. Business
Casual required.
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION. Speaker Meeting on
Thurs., April 22 at 7:00p.m. in Lumpkin Hall, Rm 122. Pat Kovar,
Regional Health Resource Center. Topic: Health Care Marketing.
EIU READING COUNCIL. “Don’t” Forget East Central Illinois
Reading Council on Thurs., April 22, 1999. Dinner at 6p.m. and
Program at 7p.m. Dinner and Program is $9.00 for members and
$10 for non-members. Program only; $2 members, $4 non-members.
STUDENT SENATE. Student Senate Meeting on 4/21/99 at 7p.m.
in the Arcola-Tuscola Rm. in Union. Everyone is welcome.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA. Business Meeting today at 5:40p.m. in
Coleman Auditorium. Call Mary if you can’t attend.
ASTRONOMY CLUB. Meeting on April 21 at 8:00p.m. in Rm. 208
Physical Science Building. Elections! Vote for who you want! Good
luck for finals!
ALPHA SIGMA OMEGA & L.A.S.O. Salsa/Merengue Night on April
21, 1999 from 7-10p.m. at the African American Cultural Center
across the street from Blair. This is the last Salsa/Merengue night of
the school year.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.
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Intramural
softball

roundup
Men’s league
Tuesday’s Results
Sigma Pi Purple
20, Mervis 5
Sigma Pi Purple jumped out
to an early lead over Mervis,
scoring 11 runs in the first
inning en route to a 20-5 victory.
Sig Pi sent 15 batters to the
plate in the big first inning,
recording eight hits and four
walks in the inning. Cleanup
hitter Matt Moss started of the
scoring with a three-run bomb.
“We all came out and played
together as a team,” Moss said.
Sig Pi followed up the first
inning by scoring in each of the
following three innings.
After Mervis responded with
two runs in the bottom half of

the first inning, Sig Pi answered
by scoring a pair in the second,
four runs in third inning, and
three runs in the final frame.
Mervis only managed to
score a single run in the second
and two more in third as they
got thrashed by the 15-run
slaughter rule.
Sig Pi not only pounded the
ball at the plate, but was successful in the field as well.
“Everybody played well
defensively,” Moss said. “We
only made one error in the
game.”
A majority of that defensive
effort came from Mark Herrin
who made several spectacular
plays at the shortstop position.
Herrin had a pair of singles,
a triple, and four RBI in the
contest, while Pat Fardy led the
way for Sig Pi scoring four runs
in the contest on a trio of singles. Mike Brisco also contributed three singles to Sig Pi’s
offensive explosion.
Derek Howell led the way
for Mervis with a 2-for-2 effort
on the day, scoring two of the
team’s five runs, and driving in
two on a homerun in the first
inning.
Sigma Pi Purple will look to
continue their momentum into
next week’s playoffs.

“We’re four and one and on
a four game winning streak
going into the playoffs,” Moss
said. “We’ve just got to go out
their, try our hardest to win.”
- Compiled by Bill Ruthhart

Monday’s Results
Sigma Chi Gold 31,
Lambda Chi Alpha 9
Sigma Chi Gold 31, Lambda
Chi Alpha 9
Despite Lambda Chi Alpha’s
8-4 lead in the bottom of the
fourth, Sigma Chi Gold managed to rally for the win.
The situation turned around
for Sigma Chi in the top of the
fifth where Chris Keck led off
with a double and later scored.
Teammate Jason Beedie followed with a base hit and 2
RBI, and also scored.
“We started off slow, but
once we got the bats going,
everything came together,”
Sigma Chi player Angelo
Sperando said.
Things continued to go
downhill for Lambda Chi as it
was held off in the bottom of
the fifth and Sigma Chi scored
seven more runs in the top of

the sixth. The first homerun of
the game also came in the sixth
inning where Sigma Chi player
Matt Guifoyle’s homer made it
to the distant apartment complex, shattering a windshield
and denting the fender of a car.
“We played a good game,
but it’s going to take a lot to
beat the Sig Pi’s,” Sigma Chi
player Ryan Shone said.
Another homerun by
Sperando in the seventh inning
sparked a 15-run inning.
Lambda Chi got off to a
strong start in the bottom of the
first where Kevin Yates and Eric
Scofield started out the scoring.
Two runs from Sigma Chi tied
the game at two.
Lamnda Chi managed to
stay ahead in the bottom of the
second with runs from Jeff
Brice and Jason Radziewic.
Sigma Chi captain Jeremy
Zeithler was proud of the team,
especially the huge win.
“The boys really brought
their lunch pails with them
today,” Zeithler said. “They
played hard and showed a lot of
heart.”

Sig Ep Red 17,
Omega Mu 9

the Omega Mu’s until the fourth
inning, the Sig Ep Red pulled
away in the fifth inning to come
away with the win, improving
its record to 4-1.
In the bottom of the fourth,
Omega Mu walked three continuous Sig Ep players with the
bases loaded, which started the
Omega Mu scoring.
Two more runs and two more
walks brought in four more
runs, ending the fourth inning
17-9. In the top of the fifth, the
Omega Mu’s tried to rally, but
were unsuccessful.
“They were acting immature,
but we shook it off and knew
we were better,” Sig Ep player
Scott Busam said.
Although the Sig Ep Gold
started things off in the bottom
of the first with a 2-0 lead, the
Omega Mu’s came back in the
top of the second with five runs.
Starting with Tim Folliard’s
base hit, the team’s five runs
gave the team its first and only
lead of the game 5-2.
“It’s been a long season and
we’re ready to make some serious noise in the playoffs,”
Busam said.
-compiled by Kristin Rojek

Keeping a close game with

Classifiedadvertising
The Daily Eastern News

For Rent

For Rent

Roommates

For Sale

Personals

Personals

3 BR HOUSE for 3 tenants, 1
block to campus, central a/c,
hook-up
for
w/d,
QUIET
REQUIRED! C-21 Wood, Jim
Wood, 345-4489.
________________________5/3
Now leasing after June 1st. 6
bedroom house and 1 bedroom
apartment. Call anytime 3480006.
________________________5/3
Rooms for Rent-Women Only
Inter., Summer sessions. Large
House Fully Furn. 1blk from
Union. Central A/C. $220 mo.
Util. Inc. House-345-5692 or Pat
Novak (630)789-3772.
_______________________4/21
Nice, Clean 1 Bedroom apartment. Perfect for grad. students or
couples. Also unique 2 and 3
bedroom apartments. Close to
Campus. Come see what we
have, they won’t last much longer.
345-5088.
________________________5/3
2 Bdrm. Townhouse Available May
15th through Aug. 13th. Deposit
$250/month. 254-5148.
________________________5/3
2 Bdrm. Townhouse Available May
15th - Year leave & deposit. No
Pets $400/mo. 254-5148.
________________________5/3
Furnished house for 3-5 girls.
Directly across from Old Main on
7th street. All appliances. Off
street parking. Clean, re-painted.
348-8406.
________________________5/3
Efficiency, parking, laundry.
Available Summer & Fall 99 &
Spring
2000.
Furnished.
$215/mo plus low utilities. Phone
348-1172.
________________________5/3
Nice completely furnished apartments for 3 or 4 people. Trash
pickup, off street parking, laundry
room. Available Aug. 1. Call 3498824.
_______________________4/22
2 BR, 2 PERSONS. Priced under
the market at $440 per month for
12 months, furnished, water incl.,
laundry on-site, CATV incl. Call
for appt. 345-4489. C-21 Wood,
Jim Wood.
________________________5/3
5 bedroom/5 person Apt; 201
Buchanan(near Stix) $210/person/month; 10 month lease, A/C,
washer/dryer, trash 345-4853
_______________________4/23
Summer 99 only 4 Bedroom.
Furnished, parking, laundry. 6
blocks North of Hardees.
$400/mo plus low utilities. Phone
348-1172.
________________________5/3

SUMMER STORAGE as low as
$30.00 per month. Ph. 348-7746.
________________________5/3
5 BR house 1 block from union for
99-00. And 6 BR large house
available. Washer and dryer
included. 345-2038
________________________5/3

Roommate needed 99-00 for 6
Bedroom House on 2nd St. Close
to campus. Own Entrance washer/dryer-furnished-Cheap! Kim at
345-8852.
_______________________4/21
One or two female roommates
needed for 99-00 school year.
Nice 3 bedroom apt., very close to
campus. If interested call Tricia at
345-4643 or Vanessa & Neli at
581-3073.
_______________________4/27
ONE roommate needed at
Pinetree Apartments. Excellent
location by the pool. Please call
Greg 345-3183.
_______________________4/23

Men’s Schwinn 12-speed bicycle.
Good condition. 1-800-612-6207.
_______________________4/26
‘91 Ford Escort. Great Condition,
105,xxx miles. Must sell $2000
OBU. Call Michelle at 348-9264.
_______________________4/23
2 Dave Matthews Band Tickets for
Sale-Call Kevin 348-5064.
_______________________4/23

Send $1 and SASE to 1017 Greek
Ct #103. DON’T MISS OUT!
_______________________4/21
SUMMER STORAGE as low as
$30.00 per month. Ph. 348-7746.
________________________5/3
The ladies of Sigma Kappa would
like to invite all interested women
to our Spring Informational on
Thursday, April 22nd at 7:00 at the
Sig Kap house. For information or
rides call Maria at 8068.
_______________________4/22
Don’t
miss
Alpha
Phi
Informational tonight at 7 p.m.!
Come to 1013 Greek Ct., casual
dress to see what we’re all about!
For rides or information call
Andrea at 581-6701.
_______________________4/21
Horseboarding. Six Miles East of
Charleston. New Facility. Caring
Owners. 217-349-8263.
________________________5/3
Krissie Kindel of THE 12 PACK,
you did a fabulous job coordinating Greek Sing! You looked really
Hot up there! Love, the Roomies.
_______________________4/21

10 Tans for $25. We’ll get you
tanned for summer at Tropi-tan.
348-8263.
________________________5/4
Jen, Staci, Andrea, Kelly, & April,
This is it only a couple more days
until senior send off! Thanks so
much for all the memories. I’ll
miss you all so much! Best of
luck! I love you, Maria.
_______________________4/21
Kappa Delta would like to congratulate Ciara Bozarth on receiving
the honor of Who’s Who Among
Students in American Colleges
and Universities.
_______________________4/21

Sublessors
2 Bedroom apts. Fully furnished
across from Buzzard Building.
Just Call 348-0157 for appointment.
________________________5/4
Female Roommate needed for
SU99. Beautiful apt. on square.
Own bedroom. Loft. Semi furnished. A/C. MUST SUBLEASE!
Call 348-1085.
_______________________4/21
Sublessors needed for summer. 2
bedroom apartment close to campus. Furnished 348-6603.
_______________________4/30
Sublessor needed for Summer
(May-Aug) Close to park and
campus. House, washer/dryer,
trash included.
Own Room.
200/month and utilities very
cheap. Cal Carl at 345-9178.
_______________________4/30
Sublessor needed for summer.
5bdrm 2 bath house close to campus. Own room, 1 roommate.
Washer/dryer.
$187.50/mo.
+power. Call Megan 345-5040.
_______________________4/27
2 bedroom apartment for summer.
Furnished. Call Steve 348-3351.
_______________________4/27
Own room in big new house. Free
parking. Close to campus. Call
348-3064.
_______________________4/21
Sublessor needed for Summer
(May-Aug). Own room of 2 bedroom Apt. Very close to campus.
$200/month plus utilities. A/C.
Call 348-6517.
_______________________4/27
Sublessor needed for June and
July. Own room, across from rec,
rent negotiable. Call Marisa @
348-6248.
_______________________4/25
One female sublessor/roommate
needed for summer. Apartment
across from Textbook Rental.
Furnished, Price Negotiable. Call
Emily or Erica @ 348-6518.
_______________________4/23
Two bedroom large apartment to
sublease
in
Park
Place
Apartments. Rent negotiable.
Please call 348-1332.
________________________5/3

For Sale
Honda VFR 750 Sport Bike, ex.
cond. $1200 obo 345-1292.
_______________________4/21
Wooden Loft-excellent condition,
shelf space, storage-$100 o.b.o
581-5559.
_______________________4/30

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

Lost & Found
Found: Gold ladies watch outside
of Klehm. 348-0704 ask for Bill.
_______________________4/23

Personals
The Ladies of Sigma KappaCongratulations on 1st place overall in Greek Week. Love, Bob.
_______________________4/21
Congratulations to Tricia Slomski
on her engagement to Nick Takas!
Love, your ESA sisters!
_______________________4/21

Announcements
Coles County Pawn 4th and
Madison. Newly enlarged Adult
Room
XXX
Movies-ToysNovelties.
Herbal Smoking
Products, and Body Jewelry. 3453623
________________________5/3

BY MIKE PETERS
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Emotional day for Eastern
Softball team
Panther’s first inning lead goes to waste against Illini
gains experience
playing top teams
By Matt Wilson
Staff writer

By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer

With the conference season
slowly coming to a close for the
softball team, today’s doubleheader
against
Southeast
Missouri (15-1) is especially
important for gaining experience
and making adjustments before
playoffs.
“It is always nice to be ranked
going into the playoffs,” head
coach Lloydene Searle said.
“More importantly is the information retained and adjustments
made that will be put to use when
we play.”
Some of that experience will
come from Monday’s doubleheader against DePaul. Despite
the 2-1 and 10-2 losses to the
Blue Demons, the Panthers took
pride in getting on the scoreboards against such a consistent
team.
“We were able to pick up runs
against a fine team like DePaul
and we’re just happy with the fact
that we scored some runs,” Searle
said. “That doubleheader is what
will bring us into (tonight’s)
game.”
DePaul is nationally ranked,
and that isn’t a surprise after finishing in the final eight last season. Going up against a team like
DePaul and getting on the scoreboard boosts confidence heading
into competition against SEMO.
“Yesterday was a good learning experience because we put the
ball into play and hit well against
the pitchers,” junior second baseman Julie Fonda said.
Searle said the mindset of the
team is tremendous, and having
played against SEMO in the
beginning of April gives the
Panthers an advantage of knowing what to expect and can now
prepare to work against their
strengths.
After losing both games less
than three weeks ago (5-2 and 32), the Panthers have learned that
Otahkians’ strength lies in their

Economical, Efficient

3 Bedrooms, 3 Persons
10 months, furnished
$170 x 3= $510 month
Appointments
345-4489

Jim Wood, broker
Independently owned & operated

QUIET, CLEAN!

2 Bedrooms, 2 Persons
10 or 12 months
Low CIPS - CATV incl.
Appointments
345-4489

Jim Wood, broker
Independently owned & operated

pitching staff after going 6-0 last
week.
Pitchers
Christine
Engelhardt and Debbie Schmeiz
both went 3-0 with 17 and 12
strikeouts respectively.
Junior Sara DeLaere (5-9,
with a 1.97 ERA), is ranked just
under Schmeiz at eighth place in
the Ohio Valley Conference.
Teammate Stacy Siebert is is currently 12th after making 12
appearances while Amanda
Perjenski is among the top ten
leading pitchers for strikeouts,
averaging 3.60.
“I’ve never been one to look at
stats or rankings because what
matters is taking care of things
out on the field,” Searle said.
“We’re going to go after the pitcher and get a share of hits.”
Searle also said that the last
game against SEMO wasn’t
based on earned runs because if it
was, the Panthers would have
been ahead. Solid defense will be
the key, that is why the Panthers
have been cleaning up their
defense throughout these past few
weeks.
“We
have
definitely
improved,” Fonda said. “Our hitting has come around and we
approach the plate with more
confidence. Our confidence level
will determine the game.”
Eastern is currently sixth in the
OVC (6-8), with SEMO leading
the pack. Eight games behind, a
win today would improve the
Panther’s shot at being ranked
going into the tournament.
“We know we can come back
and score on teams,” Searle said.
“We work to peak at the end of
the season so that we are better
tomorrow than we were yesterday.”
The fact that Eastern was on
the scoreboards at the last game
against SEMO is a big confidence
builder for them heading into
today’s doubleheader.
Searle said many of the runs
SEMO scored weren’t earned,
but rather came by way of errors
on Eastern’s part.

CHAMPAIGN – The Panther
baseball team experienced a change
of emotion in the first two innings of
a 21-11 loss to Illinois Tuesday at
Illinois Field.
Eastern (18-19) jumped out to an
early 1-0 lead in the top of the first
inning when senior catcher Ryan
Bridgewater bunted the ball back to
Illinois pitcher Justin Olson and a
streaking senior short stop Dave
Mikes scored on the play.
But 14 hits, 16 runs and seven
homers later, Illinois television
crews left Illinois Field, knowing
they had enough footage for their
nightly broadcast.
“After the first inning we felt
excited,” Bridgewater said. “Then
they scored six in the first and after
they scored 10 in the second we felt
little negative thoughts in the
dug out.”
In the end, more than a third of
the Illini hits were homers, as
Illinois finished the game with eight
homers and 21 hits.
As if knocking out two homers
and scoring six runs in the first
inning off Eastern starting pitcher
junior Joe Giarrante wasn’t enough,
the Fighting Illini decided to take
the aggressions of a four-game losing streak off Panther freshman
pitcher Andy Hoffman in the bottom of the second.
The problem that kept on occurring to both Giarrante and Hoffman
was they would get down in the
count early to the Illinois hitters.
“That’s exactly what you don’t
want to happen to pitchers that don’t
have a lot of velocity,” Panther head
coach Jim Schmitz said. “They got
down early in the count and they got
the ball up.”
The inning started off innocently
enough for Hoffman, as he retired
two of the first three Fighting Illini
hitters. But by the time the freshman
got Illinois senior first baseman
Kevin Rudden to fly out to center
for the final out of the inning,
Illinois had tallied five homers, 10
runs and a 16-1 lead.
Of the 10 homers, nine of them
came via the home run. Rudden and
senior right fielder T.J. Jackson got
the homer barrage with back-toback shots to give Illinois a 9-1 lead.
Fighting Illini junior second base-

Chad Merda / Staff photographer
A member of the Panther baseball team slides safely into third base as an Illini
player leaps over him. The Panthers lost to Illinois 21-11 Tuesday.
man T.J. Svihlik and junior third
baseman Craig Marquie followed
the act of Rudden and Jackson,
achieving the second back-back
homers of the inning. This was the
first of two three-run shots for
Svihlik and Marquie’s second
homer in as many innings. The two
three-run homers for Svihlik led
him to a 4-for-6 and seven RBI day.
So after being down 1-0 after the
top of the first, Illinois head coach
Itch Jones shifted his attention to
not scoring too many runs by the
end of the second inning.
“I told them to keep swinging the
bats and scoring, but to ease up and
not run the score up on them,” Jones
said.
And it was not only the Illinois
offense that was stellar to start off
the game, but also the pitching of
Olson. After giving up a bloop single to Mikes to begin the game,
Olson did not surrender another
Panther hit until the top of the fifth
inning when Panther sophomore
second baseman Josh Landon

knocked a one-out single to center.
The Eastern hitters were glad to
see Olson leave after the fifth
inning, as they greeted his replacement sophomore Jason Anderson
with a seven-run top of the sixth
inning.
This is the same pitcher who
came into the game as one of
Illinois’ top pitchers, boasting a 4-2
record and a 4.14 ERA.
Eastern put together five hits
with two outs in the six inning, with
the big blow being a two-run line
double off the center field wall by
Bridgewater.
He added a three-run homer to
left, his fourth of the season, to complete a six-RBI day for the
Springfield native.
Bridgewater said the pitching of
Olson got to the Panther bats in the
first five innings.
“He was really bringing it in well
and we needed to adjust,” the catcher said. “We did not have a chance
to until the sixth inning and by that
time it was too late.”

JR. DERBY
DUCK RACE
WHEN: Sunday April 25, 1999,12:30 p.m.-2:30p.m.
Pluck-a-Duck at 1:45
WHERE: Campus Pond, 4th Street, Charleston, Il
WHAT: With each $5 donation to the ESA Jr Derby Duck Race, a rubber duck will be
entered in the race that everyone is quacking about.
Each duck will be numbered and each purchaser will receive a corresponding adoption
number (your lucky duck number is in the bottom right corner). Just fill out the attatched
form and give your cash or check to any ESA member or mail to 910 Lawson Hall,
Charleston, Il., 61920-4063. If mailed, entries must be received by April 20th. If you have
any questions call 217-581-3892.
WHY: To benefit St. Jude’s Childrens Research Hospital.
PRESENTED BY: Epsilon Sigma Alpha Service Sorority
SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES:
12:30 p.m. Food, children’s games, music, and door prizes.
1:45 p.m. Pluck-a-Duck

Ducky Prizes:
1st place: $500
2nd place: Schwinn mountain bike
3rd place: Phillips Magnavox 25” T.V.
SPONSORS: Pepsi, Papa John’s, T-Shirt Factory, Bike-nHike, 92.1, TCBY,
Craft Depot, Hair Benders, Jamaican Tan, McDonalds, McHughs, Blimpies,
Dale Bayles, Tokens, What’s Cookin’, and Noble Flower Shop
Need not be present to win!

Congrats to this guy!

Matt Borgstrom IS

Ad Rep

OF THE MONTH.

David
David Coleman
“the Dating
Dating Doctor”

Scoreboard
EIU CALENDAR
Today
1 p.m.– Baseball at Northern Illinois (2)
4 p.m.– Softball vs.Southeast Missouri
at Williams Field (2)
TBA – Men’s golf OVC Championship
at Nashville

Thursday
4 p.m. – Softball vs. Evansville at
Williams Field (2)

NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
GB
Orlando
29 13
Miami
27 13
1.0
Philadelphia
22 19
6.5
New York
21 21
8.0
Washington
16 24 12.0
Boston
16 25 12.5
New Jersey
12 29 16.5
Central Division
Indiana
27 15
–
Atlanta
25 17
2.0
Detroit
23 18
3.5
Milwaukee
22 18
4.0
Cleveland
21 20
5.5
Charlotte
20 20
6.0
Toronto
20 21
6.5
Chicago
11 30 15.5
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
GB
Utah
32
9
–
San Antonio
29 12
3.0
Houston
27 14
5.5
Minnesota
22 20 11.0
Dallas
13 28 19.0
Denver
13 29 20.0
Vancouver
7 35 26.0
Pacific Division
Portland
30 10
–
L.A. Lakers
25 16 5.0
Phoenix
22 20 9.0
Sacramento
19 22 11.5
Seattle
19 22 11.5
Golden State
18 22 12.0
L.A. Clippers
7 34 23.5
*Late games not included
Tuesday’s Results
Portland at Denver, ppd.
Phoenix 84, Dallas 72
Atlanta 103, Toronto 81
San Antonio 83, Utah 69
*Phoenix at Dallas
*Washington at Chicago
*Orlando at Milwaukee
*L.A. Lakers at Golden St.
Today’s Games
Philadelphia at Boston, 6 p.m.
Toronto at Washington, 6 p.m.
Detroit at Charlotte, 6:30 p.m.
Chicago at New Jersey, 6:30 p.m.
Cleveland at Miami, 6:30 p.m.
Milwaukee at Indiana, 7 p.m.
Dallas at Houston, 7:30 p.m.
Utah at Phoenix, 9 p.m.
L.A. Clippers at Portland, 9 p.m.
Minnesota at Seattle, 9 p.m.
Golden St at Sacramento, 9:30 p.m.

San Antonio 83,
Utah 69
SAN ANTONIO (83)
Elliott 5-11 0-0 11, Duncan 15-24 6-8
36, Robinson 3-12 6-10 12, Elie 1-5 23 4, A.Johnson 3-8 0-0 6, Kerr 1-2 0-0
2, Daniels 3-7 0-0 6, Perdue 0-0 0-0 0,
Rose 3-8 0-1 6, Kersey 0-2 0-0 0.Totals
34-79 14-22 83.
UTAH (69)
Russell 3-10 2-4 8, Malone 8-14 7-9
23, Ostertag 0-4 0-0 0, Hornacek 5-11
0-1 11, Stockton 4-12 0-1 8, Foster 1-3
0-0 2, Eisley 4-9 0-0 8, Anderson 2-8 12 5, Bailey 0-5 0-0 0, Keefe 0-1 0-0 0,
Fuller 2-5 0-0 4.Totals 29-82 10-17 69.
San Antonio 15 20 20 – 83
Utah 16 17 14 – 69 3-Point Goals –
San Antonio 1-4 (Elliott 1-3, Elie 0-1),
Utah 1-10 (Hornacek 1-3, Anderson 01, Stockton 0-2, Russell 0-4). Fouled
out – None. Rebounds – San Antonio
55 (Robinson, Rose 11), Utah 58
(Malone 13). Assists – San Antonio 20
(A.Johnson 8), Utah 15 (Stockton 6).
Total fouls – San Antonio 19, Utah 20.
Technicals – San Antonio Illegal
Defense, San Antonio coach Popovich,
Malone.
A – 19,911 (19,911).

Atlanta 103,Toronto 81
ATLANTA (103)
Crawford 7-15 2-2 18, Long 4-9 3-3 11,
Mutombo 5-8 0-1 10, Smith 5-12 4-5
14, Blaylock 5-10 2-2 16, Johnson 3-8
0-0 6, Corbin 5-9 0-0 13, West 1-2 1-2
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3, McLeod 3-6 0-0 6, Gray 3-4 0-1 6,
Sheppard 0-0 0-0 0.Totals 41-83 12-16
103.
TORONTO (81)
V.Carter 7-17 1-4 16, Oakley 2-5 0-0 4,
Willis 2-7 2-2 6, Christie 2-8 5-5 10,
A.Williams 3-8 0-0 6, McGrady 4-8 6-6
14, Brown 2-8 0-0 5, Jo.Thomas 1-1 00 2, Wallace 4-5 0-0 8, Stewart 1-1 0-0
2, Slater 1-6 2-4 4, Marks 2-2 0-0 4.
Totals 31-76 16-21 81.
Atlanta 30 32 20 – 103
Toronto 22 18 24 – 81
3-Point Goals – Atlanta 9-18 (Blaylock
4-5, Corbin 3-5, Crawford 2-6, Smith 01, Gray 0-1), Toronto 3-17 (Christie 1-3,
V.Carter 1-4, Brown 1-7, McGrady 0-1,
A.Williams 0-2). Fouled out – None.
Rebounds – Atlanta 50 (Long 12),
Toronto 46 (Willis 8). Assists – Atlanta
25 (Blaylock 7), Toronto 23 (Brown 5).
Total fouls – Atlanta 16, Toronto 18.
Technicals – Atlanta Illegal Defense,
Willis.
A – 18,439 (19,800).

NHL
FINAL STANDINGS
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Northeast Division
Pts
GF
GA
Ottawa
103 239 179
Toronto
97 268 231
Boston
91 214 181
Buffalo
91 207 175
Montreal
75 184 209
Atlantic Division
Pts
GF
GA
New Jersey
105 248 196
Philadelphia
93
231 196
Pittsburgh
90
242 225
N.Y. Rangers
77
217 227
N.Y. Islanders
58
194 244
Southeast Division
Pts
GF
GA
Carolina
86
210 202
Florida
78 210 228
Washington
68 200 218
Tampa Bay
47 179 292
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
Pts
GF
GA
Detroit
93
245
202
St. Louis
87
237
209
Chicago
70
202
248
Nashville
63
190
261
Northwest Division
Pts
GF
GA
Colorado
98 239 205
Edmonton
78
230
226
Calgary
72
211
234
Vancouver
58
192
258
Pacific Division
Pts GF
GA
Dallas
114 236 168
Phoenix
90 205 197
Anaheim
83 215 206
San Jose
80 196 191
Los Angeles
69 189 222

MLB

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
W L
Toronto
9
4
Boston
7
5
NY Yankees
7
5
Tampa Bay
7
7
Baltimore
3
9
Central
W
L
Cleveland
9
2
Minnesota
6
7
Chicago
5
6
Detroit
5
7
Kansas City
4
8
West
W L
Texas
7
6
Anaheim
6
7
Oakland
6
7
Seattle
6
7

GB
–
1.5
1.5
2.5
5.5
GB
4.0
4.0
4.5
5.5
GB
1
1.0
1.0
1.0

Tuesday’s Results
Tampa Bay 5, Baltimore 3
New York 4, Texas 0
Boston 1 Detroit 0
Toronto 5, Anaheim 1
Cleveland 5, Oakland 1
*Seattle at Chicago
*Minnesota at Kansas City
Today’s Games
Baltimore at Tampa Bay, 6:05 p.m.
Anaheim at Toronto, 6:05 p.m.
Oakland at Cleveland, 6:05 p.m.
Boston at Detroit, 6:05 p.m.
Texas at New York, 6:35 p.m.
Seattle at Chicago, 7:05 p.m.
Minnesota at Kansas City, 7:35 p.m.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W
L
GB
Atlanta
8 4
NY Mets
8 5
0.5
Philadelphia
7 6
1.5
Montreal
6 8
3.0
Florida
3 10
5.5
Central
W L
GB
St.Louis
8 4
–
Pittsburgh
7 5
1.0
Houston
6 6
2.0
Chicago
5 6
2.5
Milwaukee
5 8
3.5
Cincinnati
4 7
3.5
West
W
L
GB
San Francisco
9 5
–
Arizona
7 7
2.0
Los Angeles
7
7
2.0
San Diego
6 7
2.5
Colorado
5 6
2.5
Tuesday’s Results
New York 3, Cincinnati 1
Montreal at Colorado PPD
*St Louis at Milwaukee
*Houston at Chicago
*Philadelphia at Arizona
*Pittsburgh at San Diego
*Florida at San Francisco
*Atlanta at Los Angeles
Today’s Games
St Louis at Milwaukee, 1:05 p.m.
Houston at Chicago, 1:25 p.m.
Montreal at Colorado, 4:05 p.m.
New York at Cincinnati, 6:05 p.m.
Philadelphia at Arizona, 9:05 p.m.
Pittsburgh at San Diego, 9:05 p.m.
Florida at San Francisco, 9:05 p.m.
Atlanta at Los Angeles, 9:10 p.m.

GOLF
PGA Tour Money Leaders
PONTE VEDRA BEACH, Fla. (AP) –
PGA Tour money leaders through the
MCI Classic, which ended April 18:
Tournament Money
1. David Duval $2,723,500
2. Tiger Woods 10 $1,343,448
3. Jeff Maggert $1,338,160
4. Davis Love III 11 $1,323,426
5. Payne Stewart 10 $1,210,780
6. John Huston 10 $1,030,260
7. Steve Pate 11 $1,010,637
8. Jeff Sluman 12 $975,215
9. Vijay Singh 12 $908,168
10. Justin Leonard 10 $801,647
11. Ernie Els $782,376
12. Steve Elkington $767,943
13. Jose Maria Olazabal $744,247
14. Scott Gump 10 $724,279
15. Rocco Mediate $710,245
16. Nick Price $696,000
17. Gabriel Hjertstedt 11 $672,797
18. Tim Herron 11 $651,689
19. Glen Day 10 $651,561
20. Bob Estes 10 $638,208
21. Mark O’Meara $623,065
22. Andrew Magee $585,422
23. Scott Hoch 10 $557,154
24. Chris Perry 11 $523,059
25. Phil Mickelson 11 $519,926
26. Fred Couples $519,697
27. Frank Lickliter 11 $512,863
28. Hal Sutton $512,850
29. Stewart Cink 10 $504,500
30. Tommy Armour III 10 $465,578
31. David Toms 10 $460,143
32. Bill Glasson $456,265
33. Craig Stadler 10 $432,813
34. Fred Funk 11 $403,998
35. Jim Furyk $400,842
36. Skip Kendall 11 $384,450
37. Tommy Tolles $379,990
38. Greg Kraft $372,993
39. Greg Norman $356,100
40. Carlos Franco $346,520
41. Billy Mayfair 11 $338,000
42. Tom Lehman $334,642
43. Lee Janzen $330,050
44. Kirk Triplett $308,474
45. Ted Tryba 11 $303,394
46. Stuart Appleby 11 $302,953
47. Kevin Sutherland 10 $302,099
48. Billy Ray Brown $301,472
49. Steve Stricker $300,925
50. Lee Westwood $292,550
51. Chris Riley $290,315
52. Loren Roberts $280,120
53. Brent Geiberger 10 $278,317
54. Mark Brooks 11 $273,776
55. Mike Weir 10 $268,418
56. Jesper Parnevik 10 $260,598
57. Billy Andrade 12 $249,913
58. Mark Calcavecchia 12 $246,472
59. Brandel Chamblee 10 $244,019
60. Nolan Henke 10 $239,145
61. Franklin Langham 11 $237,573
62. Corey Pavin 11 $232,229
63. Mike Reid $229,929
64. Dudley Hart $229,573
65. Paul Goydos 11 $228,453
66. Bob Tway 10 $222,702
67. Len Mattiace 11 $211,481

68. J.P. Hayes 11 $201,447
69. Dennis Paulson 10 $199,307
70. Joe Ozaki $197,228
71. Scott Dunlap $186,426
72. Doug Dunakey $185,833
73. Joey Sindelar $183,505
74. Craig Parry $181,481
75. Paul Azinger 11 $180,713
76. Kenny Perry 10 $180,610
77. Robert Damron 11 $180,455
78. Scott Verplank 10 $177,827
79. Steve Jones 10 $177,777
80. Jay Haas 10 $173,378
81. Robert Allenby $170,996
82. Scott McCarron 11 $169,975
83. Neal Lancaster 11 $169,905
84. Scott Simpson $168,416
85. Larry Mize $166,383
86. Rory Sabbatini $161,871
87. Barry Cheesman 13 $159,860
88. Peter Jacobsen $159,131
89. Colin Montgomerie $158,817
90. Jay Williamson $155,073
91. Duffy Waldorf $154,934
92. Grant Waite 10 $152,925
93. P.H. Horgan III $151,166
94. Eric Booker 10 $150,907
95. Kevin Wentworth $150,651
96. Chris DiMarco 11 $147,489
97. John Daly $146,143
98. Jerry Kelly 12 $145,816
99. Brian Watts $144,793
100. Paul Stankowski 10 $144,764
101. Michael Bradley 10 $143,788
102. Harrison Frazar 11 $143,634
103. John Cook 11 $137,868
104. Brad Fabel $136,740
105. Omar Uresti 10 $134,518
106. Esteban Toledo 11 $133,881
107. David Frost $133,756
108. Jonathan Kaye 10 $133,698
109. Dicky Pride $132,708
110. Jay Don Blake 10 $125,933
111. Brad Faxon $125,632
112. Bernhard Langer $123,255
113. Tom Watson $121,930
114. Bradley Hughes 11 $118,812
115. Ronnie Black $116,520
116. Danny Briggs $111,266
117. Greg Chalmers 10 $110,219
118. Steve Flesch $108,736
119. Mike Sposa $106,585
120. Tom Scherrer $106,433
121. John Maginnes $106,365
122. Chris Couch $96,045
123. Jim Carter $86,854
124. Jimmy Green $81,372
125. Russ Cochran 10 $81,104

COLLEGE
Baseball
Illinois 21, Eastern 11
(At Illinios Field)
Eastern 1 00 007 030
Illinois 610 0 410 00 WP - Olson (2-0), LP (Giarrante
(1-3). 2B – Bridgewater (10), Hantosh
(11), Rudden (8), Simmons (8),
Gertz(5). HR – Bridgewater (4), Svihlik
2 (10), Marquie 2 (10), Rudden (5),
Jackson (6), Simmons (7), Gertz (2).
A – 268

TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
American League
BALTIMORE ORIOLES – Placed 3B
Cal Ripken on the 15-day disabled list,
retroactive to April 18.
BOSTON RED SOX – Recalled RHP
Juan Pena from Pawtucket of
theInternational League.
TEXAS RANGERS – Traded LHP Rich
Robertson from Oklahoma of the PCL
to Nashville for future considerations.
National League
MILWAUKEE BREWERS – Placed
LHP Bill Pulsipher on the 15-day disabled list Monday, retroactive to April
17. Purchased the contract of RHP
Steve Falteisek from Louisville of the
International League.
Midwest League
FORT WAYNE WIZARDS – Placed P
Brian Berryman on the DL. Activated
P Clay Condrey.
Atlantic League
SOMERSET PATRIOTS – Signed OF
Jerome Walton.
Frontier League
DUBOIS COUNTY DRAGONS –
Signed C Matt Freeman.
Northern League
SIOUX FALLS CANARIES – Signed
RHP Ruben Mercedes, RHP Damon
Newman, RHP Brad Carmon and C
Rich Rodrigues.
BASKETBALL
NBA
Suspened Miami F Keith Askins without pay for one game and fined him

$5,000 for actions in a game on April
18. Fined Vancouver C Cherokee
Parks $5,000 for making an obscene
gesture in a game on April 16.
WASHINGTON WIZARDS – Placed C
Terry Davis on the injured list.
Activated C Jahidi White.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
ATLANTA FALCONS – Signed T
Octavious Bishop, T John Breeden, G
Ben Nichols, G Kenny Watts, LB
Brendon Ayanbadejo, LB Lamont
Green, RB Steve Hoofkin, P James
Garcia and CB Derrick Gardner.
CHICAGO BEARS – Signed TE
Marlon Chambers, HB Love Jefferson,
TE Darrick Spiller, RB Aaron Stecker
and RB Damon Washington.
CINCINNATI BENGALS – Released
QB Neil O’Donnell.
INDIANAPOLIS COLTS – Signed FB
Chris Gall, RB Edgerrin James and
RB Darick Holmes.
MIAMI DOLPHINS – Waived RB Jay
Johnson. Agreed to terms with WR
Siaha Burley, DT Travis Darden, DE
Eric Davis, G Justin Glasgow, TE
Frank Leatherwood, S Jackie Mitchell,
G O’Lester Pope and LB Derik
Stevenson.
NEW YORK JETS – Agreed to terms
with WR James Adderly, WR Eddie
Conti, WR Shawn Foreman, LB Olrick
Johnson, LB Courtney Ledyard, CB
Delphrine Lee, T Greg Lotysz, T Jason
Mills, SS Jason Poles, LB Demetro
Stephens and TE Jermaine Wiggins.
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES – Agreed to
terms with CB Jason Bostic, G Brian
Cook, CB Eric Edwards, CB Deshone
Mallard, G Ryan Schau, FB Jamie
Spencer and WR Gerald Williams.
ST. LOUIS RAMS – Signed WR
Jermaine Copeland, WR Daniel Jones,
WR Mike Ogas, WR Tony Small, CB
Clifton Crosby, CB Marvin Love, CB
Gerald Neasman, RB James Hodgins,
RB Derek Lewis, G Bobby Singh, G
Corry Spann, LB Matt Chatham, LB
Zenret Pelshak, DT Alton Weaver
and QB Gus Ornstein.
TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS – Signed
T DeMarcus Curry, C Eric DeGroh,
WR Anthony Dicosmo, DT Jauquin
Feazell, TE Jason Freeman, LB
Stanakeane Gibbs, LB Bobbie
Howard, RB John Humphrey, P Aron
Langley, S Lemar Marshall, WR Dillon
Micus, WR Drew O’Connor, G Scott
Oster, CB Troy Saunders and G
Andray Spearman to two-year contracts. Waived K Scott Bentley and K
Danny Kight.
WASHINGTON REDSKINS –
Released RB Terry Allen. Signed RB
Leroy Collins.
Arena Football League
SASKATCHEWAN ROUGHRIDERS –
Signed CB Mike Robinson.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
NHL – Suspended San Jose D Andrei
Zyuzin for two playoff games for
slashing Anaheim LW Jim McKenzie
on April 17.
NEW YORK ISLANDERS – Traded D
Bubba Berenzweig to Nashville for a
1999 fourth-round draft pick. American
Hockey League
ASHEVILLE SMOKE – Re-signed D
Rob Milliken and D Jason Lehman for
the 1999-2000 season.
East Coast Hockey League
SOUTH CAROLINA STINGRAYS –
Loaned G Jody Lehman to Saint John
of the AHL, D Chris Hynnes to
Rochester of the AHL and RW Jeff
Romfo to Lowell of the AHL.
COLLEGE
URSINUS – Announced the retirement
of Adele Boyd, associate athletic director and senior women’s administrator.

ON THIS DAY
1951 – Bob Davis’ two foul shots and
Jack Coleman’s layup gives the
Rochester Royals a 79-75 victory over
the New York Knicks in the seventh
game of the NBA championship.
1951 – The Toronto Maple Leafs win
the Stanley Cup for the fourth time in
five years as they beat the Montreal
Canadiens 3-2 in the fifth game.
1975 – Bill Rodgers breaks the Boston
Marathon record with a time of 2:09:55.
1980 – Bill Rodgers wins his third
straight Boston Marathon. Rosie Ruiz
is disqualified eight days later when it’s
discovered that she did not run the
entire distance.
1994 – Eddie Murray sets a majorleague record with his 11th switch-hit
home run game as the Cleveland
Indians beat the Minnesota Twins 10-6.
1995 – Defending champion Utah
continues to dominate the NCAA
women’s gymnastics championships,
capturing its ninth national title since
the event began in 1982 with a score of
196.650

Be young. Have fun. Write sports for the Daily Eastern News
Call Chad at 7944

Friends
&Co
Wednesday
OPEN MIC NIGHT!
FREE! Starts @ 10:00

$125 BOTTLES
Labatt Blue
509 Van Buren 345-2380

national
sports

inbrief
High school
shooting causes
postponement of
Rockies game
DENVER (AP) – Like several of his Colorado Rockies
teammates, Chuck McElroy
could only watch in silence as
details emerged about a deadly
shooting at a Denver-area high
school.
McElroy was no longer a
major league relief pitcher. He
was simply an emotional father
of two.
“I had tears in my eyes,’’
McElroy said before the
Rockies postponed Tuesday
night’s game between Colorado
and the Montreal Expos. “I told
the bullpen, `You think you’re
pitching bad, just turn on the
TV.’ ‘’
The shooting at Columbine
High School in suburban

Littleton also
prompted the Denver Nuggets
to postpone their game against
the Portland Trail Blazers. No
makeup date was set.

Demitra passes so
teammate can
collect bonus
ST. LOUIS (AP) – Pavol
Demitra passed up an empty
net and a $500,000 bonus, and
he’d do it again.
The St. Louis Blues’ star
winger has no regrets about
his decision to feed the puck
to teammate Scott Young in
hopes of both players collecting incentive bonuses in the
season finale. Demitra, who
could have boosted his salary
of $1.1 million nearly 50 percent next season, just chuckled
Tuesday when asked about the
financial
impact of his unselfish act.
“I never think about
money,’’ Demitra said as the
Blues prepared for their firstround playoff matchup against
the Phoenix Coyotes. “I
maybe think about it before
the game, but when I’m playing I always do what I think is
the best.
“I always try to pass, and I
never change my mind.’’

Devotion
from Page 12

“When those kinds of things happen you know you’re doin’g something right,” Pattin said. “I’m enjoying giving back to the kids. Baseball
has very good to me, and I just want
to teach players the fundamentals of
the game.”
Baseball isn’t the only thing in
life that’s been good to Pattin.
Former owner of Marty’s Walt
Wormoth, who’s been deceased for
several years, gave Pattin the push at
age 17 that started it all – a job serving tables at Walt’s and a college
education. Wormoth gave Pattin the
help when his own family wouldn’t.
And Pattin finally got the chance to
show his appreciation.
“I never could do much for him.
But when he develpoed cancer, I
finally convinced him to let me take
him to a doctor in Kansas to have
surgery,” Pattin said.
“Of the people who undergo this
surgery, only one percent survive.
And he was one of the one percent.
It made me feel awfully nice to do
that for him.”
Wormoth was responsible for
helping 250 - 350 students, just like
Pattin, pay their way through school
by giving them jobs and help, Pattin
said.
And because of

Marty’s bar was renamed for Pattin
after his major league career took off
Wormoth’s dedication to helping
students get an education, Eastern
inducted him into Eastern’s first Hall
of the Fame in 1982 – right along
with Pattin.
“One of the greatest thrills was
being inducted into Eastern’s Hall of
Fame with Walt,” Pattin said. “That
was one of the biggest thrills I think
I’ve ever had.”
At Eastern, Pattin pitched first
under Coach Jack Kaley and then
Coach Bill McCabe.
“Back then we didn’t have a lot
of scholarships, so we weren’t able
to to go anywhere and play for
spring break,” Pattin said. “Back
then we were just a group of guys.
Spring training was on the tennis
courts, and we were out there with
stocking hats and gloves.”
Now Pattin is just happy to be
teach baseball and show others why
he’s devoted his life to the game.
“It’s those kinds of things you
really feel good about.”

carryout or
delivery

Beat the Clock Special 4pm-7pm
Large 1-item pizza
4/21-4/25
The best deal is to call at 4:00
348-5454
HUMILIATE YOUR FRIEND!
Jessica “I’m On The Five
Year Plan” Myers

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News

top five reasons
to come to stus
on wednesday!
5.It’s Ladies Night!
4. Vodka, Rum and Gin mixers are only $1.00
3. Lots of drunk people of the opposite sex
2. Shortest crawl home
1. Santi’s working = he’s “got the body that
rocks the party?”
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Baseball team falls to Illini. Page 10
Intramural softball coverage. Page 9

My professors
advised me to
leave early too

T

he word of the week is draft, it
is floating all around the sports
world, and stands for both good
and bad futures for athletes.
The draft in the National Football
League is what’s on everybody’s mind right
now. So we will begin with that.
Let me
just say I
believe the
Bears actually did not
screw up this
draft, can you
believe it? I
Todd Schreiber
don’t think
Staff writer
that Cade
email: cutrs@pen.eiu.edu
McNown is
the guy that is
going to lead them into the next millennium, but that is who they wanted and got.
They even traded down and got some additional draft picks for him, bravo, it’s about
time they did something right.
They then went and got some additional
help at the wide receiver position with
Northwestern wideout D’Wayne Bates.
Although Bates suffered a serious injury, I
think he will be able to make a significant
impact with his size (6’3”).
The top picks of the draft overall were
interesting as well. Tim Couch was expected to go number one, but the Eagles kind of
shocked some people with the selection of
Donovan McNabb over Oregon’s Akili
Smith. Finally, some other NFL team
thinks that Smith is garbage, well at least
they think McNabb is better.
The Colts shocked everyone and drafted
Edgerrin James over Ricky Williams, good
pick for the organization I believe. I thought
that they could have traded around and still
got James. If they pulled the deal with the
Saints, got the twelfth pick, then traded up
with Chicago, James would have still been
there with the number seven pick.
How about that cigar that Mike Ditka
was smoking, and nice singing too, try that
tune with the seventh inning stretch. Ditka
then topped himself by wearing a dreadlocked wig to the press conference with
Williams.
Washington got the steal of the first
round by taking Champ Bailey from
Georgia. The steal of the whole draft I think
was D’re Bly of North Carolina going to St.
Louis in the second round, I believe he
could potentially become a great cornerback.
Now to the other draft news affecting
the sports world.
This just in, my 13-year-old cousin had
committed to Duke, but decided to leave
early for the NBA draft. What in the
Johnny Dawkins and Alaa Albdunaby is
going on in Durham? Elton Brand became
the first Duke player to leave early under
Coach K in his 19-year career. Soon after
that, fellow sophomore William Avery
declared himself eligible for the draft.
I guess these guys are taking advantage
of a weak draft, but what are they going to
do in the pros? They didn’t even win a title,
so what have they proved to the scouts?
What pisses me off more than anything
is that they could have come back and challenged for the title this year. With
UCONN’s Richard Hamilton probably
leaving for the NBA, and Khalid El-Amin
toking the weed all day, the Blue Devils
would have had a shot.
I know there are a few professors here at
Eastern that believe I should declare early
for the job market, with the crappy grades I
am getting. But I am going to stick it out
just like Brand and Avery should have
done.
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Top tennis players suspended
Men’s No. 1 player may miss conference tournament
By Kyle Bauer
Associate sports editor

The men’s tennis team is facing the possibility of entering the
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament without the services of its
No. 1 player .
Senior Brad Cook was suspended for his involvement in an
altercation with a linejudge in
Sunday’s loss to TennesseeMartin.
Freshman Andy Baker served
a one-match suspension for his
part in the incident Tuesday, but
will return to the line-up for this
weekend’s conference tournament.

“It’s up in the air,” Cook said
of his entry into the tournament.
“We are still discussing it. I don’t
know what is going to happen.”
In last Sunday’s loss to
Tennessee-Martin, while Cook
was playing a teammate was
repeatedly warned that he was
too close to the court. When he
failed to move, the linejudge
defaulted the match.
“One of our players was
where he wasn’t supposed to be
and our coach is taking actions
against me,” Cook said. “It’s
ridiculous. I got defaulted for
someone else’s mistake. It’s very
disappointing this had to happen
days before conference.”

In the absence of its top two
players, Eastern fell to Evansville
5-2 in the last regular season
match.
“It had a big effect on us
today,” assistant coach Andre
Herke said after the match. “I
think if we would have had those
two guys we would have had a
much better chance. We are
going to have to make some
changes now. Everyone is going
to have to move up.”
Without the services of Cook
and Baker the Panther’s struggled. Eastern managed only two
wins on the day.
Freshman Jason Braun and
sophomore Sergey Mirnov

recorded the only wins for the
Panthers.
“We lost a couple of close
matches, but it was a good match
for us to play before the conference tournament. This will get us
ready for the weekend,” Herke
said.
Even though they didn’t win,
Herke singled out freshmen
Chris
Huse
and
Ryan
VanDonselaar as playing good
matches.
“Chris played well at the No.
1. He played some tough competition, but he played hard,” Herke
said. “Ryan moved up from the
No. 7 spot to No. 3 and played
well.”

A royal devotion
Ex-Panther now teaching kids about the game he loves
What ever
happened to...
...Marty Pattin?
While at Eastern: In 1964,he
finished second in the nation among
NCAA strikeout leaders...He is also a
member of the NAIA Hall of Fame.
Current job: Along with his son John,
Pattin runs clinics at the Old Ballgame
Training and Sports Academy.
By Jessica Sedgwick
Staff writer

Marty Pattin, former Panther pitcher
and big leaguer, will teach a 12-year-old
baseball prodigy to throw the perfect curve
ball tonight – just as Eastern students will
return to their favorite drinking randevu,
Marty’s, named after the star pitcher himself.
After graduating in 1965, Pattin gave a
fond farewell to his fans, friends and family
in Charleston to pursue a career as a professional baseball pitcher, but his memory hasn’t left Charleston since.
Formerly known as Walt’s, Marty’s got
its name in 1972 when Patton’s career took
flight as a pitcher for the Boston Red Sox.
“It was always kind of nice, because I’d
come back to Marty’s on the off season and
talk about baseball,” Pattin said during a
telephone interview in Alatha, Ka.
Pattin’s days are spent once again on the
pitching mound in the Kansas City area,
only this time he’s the coach. Pattin and his
son John teach lessons at Old Ballgame
Training and Sports Academy – a place
where gloves are popping and bats are
cracking every month of the year, and more
than 5,000 aspiring baseball players come to
learn the best from the best.
And the students get expert advice from
other former major leaguers such as first
baseman Pete LaCock and innfielder Bob
Dernier, both of the Chicago Cubs and
Kansas City Royals.
Pattin said during the four months the
academy has been in existence, several of
the academy’s students have made their high
school and college baseball teams.
See DEVOTION Page 11

Photo from the Kansas City media guide
Former Panther Pitcher Marty Pattin is now teaching baseball to children at the Old Ballgame
Training and Sports Academy. When Pattin’s major league career began to take off, long-time friend
an owner of Walt’s ,Walt Wormoth, renamed the bar after him.

